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House Bill 602 could weaken sovereign immunity
BY JASON YATES
A SSOCIATE EDITOR

Since the United States declared
independence in 1776, the role
and functions of government have
changed dramatic<~lly. State Representative Jim Wayne, DLouisville, would like to see one
more change: the weakening of
sovereign immunity.
Sovereign immunity is a legal
concept that protects states and
their counties and schools from
mo~t kinds of liability.
Wayne was one of seven representatives who introduced House
Bill602 into the General Assembly
two weeks ago. If the bill passes, it
will eliminate a government's

sovereign immunity if it carries
insurance, to the extent of the policy's coverage.
Wayne said he believes the
mental framework of our forefathers was to protect the state;
however, he thinks the economy,
nation and republic has evolved
to the point where ~overeign
immunity should not be held in
high esteem.
"I supported the bill because I
think if the government is negligent, it should be held liable,"
Wayne said. "With insurance
being as sophisticated as it is
today, there is no reason to go
back to medieval ways. There is
no need for the protec'tion of a
monarchy."

Judges have used sovereign
immunity in the dismissal of hvo
high profile court cases in western
Kentucky in the past couple of
years. One example is the dismissal of negligence charges filed
against 30 teachers and school
administrators in Paducah by the
parents of students killed in the
Heath High School shootings of
1997.
On Sept. 3, 1999, U.S. District
Judge Thomas l~ussell dismissed a
lawsuit against two Murray State
employees in connection with the
Sept. 18, 1998, Hester College fire.
Attorney Charlie Moore repre~ented plaintiff Gail Minger in the
suit that was dismissed based on
sovereign immunity. Minger's son

Michael died in the fire.
"I thought they (the Mingers)
had a just claim and sovereign
immunity was the shield that kept
justice from occurring," Moore
said .
Moore said Murray State and
other institutions routinely purchase insurance and that it makes
simple sense to hold them
accountable for damages it might
cause up to the level of insurance.
"Most of us as responsible citizens would want to compensate
someone if we were negligent," he
said . "Public institutions should
be held to the same standards.''
Board of Regents Chair Sid
Easley said he does not think the
bill would have a significant

impact on the University if it
passed. He said the real issue is
the cost that state government and
taxpayers would have to bear for
paying claims against universities,
state government and counties.
"My judgment is that juries
would be inclined to pay very
huge judgments against counties,
states and universities," Easley
said. "That in the last analysis
would be paid by taxpayers."
Easley said the vulnerability of
the University to petty lawsuits
would increase, but the University
would survive easily even though
it would cost more to run the institution.
Even with sovereign immunity
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SGA continues lining up concerts
BY JASON YATES
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The parade of musical acts
that have invaded Murray State
the last two years has gained
an9ther member in Lisa Loeb.
Loeb, whose biggest hit
"Stay" was on the 1994 "Reality
Bites" soundtrack, will perform
April 2 in the Curris Center
Large Ballroom.
Student Government Association Vice President Kevin
Lowe said Loeb is the first of
three acts that will appear at
MSU over the next year as part
of the College Crash Tour that
was signed with Creative Artist
Agencies, one of the largest
agencies for musical talent.
Creative Artist Agencies was
involved in the MTV Campus
ln\'asion Tour which came to
Murray in October. Lowe said

bringing MTV and Dave
Matthews last spring is continuing to pay di\'idends for Murray State.
"We are using relationships
made from past concerts to
bring more acts in," Lowe said.
"The more shows we put on,
the more shows we can bring
.m."
Student Activities Coordinator Jeanie Morgan said the cost
of bringing the three concerts to
campus is $5,000. She said the
shows are guaranteed and will
be low-maintenance, which
means the price of tickets
:.hould be low.
"We will have to look at the
concert budget before determining ticket prices," Morgan
said. "lt is up to each school on
the tour to make revenue after
paying the $5,000. "
The other two acts will come

to campus in October and February of 2001. Lowe said the
acts will consist of artists who
had hits and are trying to give
their careers a boost, such as
Loeb, or up-and-coming artists
who have just burst onto the
scene. SGA members will know
who the other t\vo acts are six
weeks prior to the date of the
concert.

LISA LOEB WILL
STAR IN THE
FIRST OF THREE
CONCERTS
THAT Will
COME TO
CAMPUS OVER
THE NEXT
YEAR.

"Murray State is becoming a
h1pper campus," Lowe said.
"We see the need for the entertainment we have overlooked
in the past.
" Every time we bring a show
here, the artists rave about how
well they are treated and how
t.'Othusiastic the audience is,"
lowe said. "People in the entertainment business know the
name of Murray State, and they
want to come here."

Free OVC tickets by reservation only
'"·~ ~"""~

BY J ASON BILUNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The News

Higher Learning: Christina

Lavallee, freshma n from St. Louis,
takes a perch in a tree in the Quad to study for a zoology test.

The athletic department and the Student Government Association have joined
forces to eliminate a possible problem for
students to attend the first round of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
Tuesday night.
ll1e OVC sets prices for the first round
games of the men's and women's tournament, which take place at the campus sjtes
of the top four St'cds. This means student
tickets, usually free for anyone with a
Ract!rcard, will cost $4, \•.'hich goes directly to the OVC.
For the second consecutive year, the
athletic department and the SGA are shar-

ing the tab for the first 500
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student tickets. Students
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Brockway: 'The devil is in the .details' of college reorganization
BY MORGAN H ARDY
A SSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The mood was jovial in the lecture room of the Special Education
Building Tuesday as 35 members of
the newly-founded College of
Health Sciences and Human Ser·
vices convened tor the first time.
The meeting heralded imminent
changes in the University's academic infrastructure. While the Board of
Regent!> approved the plan Feb. 11,
details will prove to be the hardest

part of the transition.
"The devil is in the details, and
the devil has arrived," Interim
Provost Gary Brockway silid to the
collected faculty. "We know there
are going to be some bumps in the
road."
One of these bumps is the financing of the new colleges, a major concern among many of the instructors.
However, Associate Provost Bill
Price said the Provost's Office has a
fuU list of the accounts used by the

NewsFJasl1
Gov. Pc1ul Patton recended
his proposed budget plan
after receiving opposition
from legislators. Patton's
original budget called for
tax increases to improve
higher education and a 7cent increase on the gasoline tax.
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Alyson
McNutt
writes .1bout
the rights of
women and
other groups.

departments, and their budgets will
be transferred with notHkation.
"We want to ensure that you have
sufficient resources in your new
home," Price said.
Another funding concern was the
reorganization itself. While there is
no reorganization budget for new
letterheads and other parap¥malia, Brockway reassured the faculty
that little departmental money
would be used.
Some faculty positions could

PAGE 7
Plans for the
Hopkinsville
campus
continue
although the
fundinA is
lacking.

change as a result of the shuffle.
"No staff members will have a cut
in pay," Brockway said. "However,
faculty members that are moving
from 12-month positions to 10month positions may have their pay
cut, but this could be easily made
up by teaching summer courses.''
A final concern was the possible
moving of department offices, but
according to the plan, the only
space to be adjusted will be for the
dean of the new college. Ln addi-

PAGES
Cheating on college
c.1mpuses has been a problem for year!j. Look inside
to find how student::> and
professors are dealing with
the problem.

tion, Brockway said departments
whose members wish their offices
to be moved in order to be closer to
other departments in their new college could be accommodated as
space permits.
Assisting Brockway and Price's
quest to finish the reorganization by
the target date of July I will be College of Education Assistant Dean
Betty Blodgett, who will take on the
duty of interim dean for the found Please sc.-e DETAILS/16

INTERIM
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GARY
BROCKWAY
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CONCERNS
WITH
REVAMPING
DETAILS
TUESDAY.
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The Ohio Valley
Conference basketball
tournaments kick off
Tuesday night in RSEC.
Check inside for both the
Racers' and Lady Racers'
chances.

Get your local business
noticed worldwide.
Advertise weekly on
TheNcws.org. ·
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Business deparbnent brings Wrather Museum hosts
professionals to campus
traveling music exhibit
The business department will
host an "Executives on Campus"
series Feb. 29 to March 2. For more
information, contact Ladonna
McCuan at 762- 4187.

WKMS holds pledge drive
featuring local flavors
"You' re at Home with Wl<MS"
begins the Spring 2000 pledge drive
for the local radio station. On-air
fund-raising began today at 6 a.m.
and will continue to March 4.
WKMS will feature specials such
as live music, Ohio Valley Conference basketball tournament broadcasts and excerpts from the new
Murray State Wind Ensemble CD,
"Live at Lovett." Pledges of any
amount can be mailed to WKMS,
2018 University Station, Murray, •
Ky., 42071.

Adults Belong in College
to hold informational night
An Adults Belong in College
informational night for adult or
non-traditional students will be
held Wednesday,' March 8, in the
Curris Center Ohio Room.
This workshop is designed for
adults who are considering beginning or returning to school. For
more information about this free
workshop, phone 1-800-669-7654 or
762-2392. Reservations will be taken
until March 7.

NEWS

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
is hosting a traveling exhibit from
the Kentucky Historical Society
titled "We Will Sing One Song: Popular Music ln Kentucky to 1920.''
Local artifacts are also included in
this exhibit. The museum is open to
the public Monday through Friday,
8:30a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday, 10
a.m. to 1 p.m.

Alpha Sigma Phi takes
alternative Spring Break
Twenty members of Alpha Sigma
Phi will spend their Spring Break
working for Habitat for Humanity
Collegiate Challenge. They will
build homes for underprivileged
families in Sioux Falls, S.D. The fraternity still needs to raise $3,500 to
participate in the program. This
money wHl cover entrance fees,
materials for the home and transportation. Tax deductible donations
should be sent to the following
address: Alpha Sigma Phi, 2051
University Station, Murray, Ky.,
42071.

Sen. Whitfield backs bill
protecting Social Security
Local congressman Ed Whitfield
is co-sponsoring a bill that would
remove "earning penalties" from
Social Security earnings.
This penalty takes $1 out of every
$4 above the $17,000 cap, according

Ry.ln Brooks/The News

Lawn darts anyone?:

Senior lecturer of history Ted Belue launches an atlatl, a weapon
from the Neolithic Era, in the q uad as his CIV 101 class looks on.
to a press release from Whitfield's
office. This specifically impacts
senior citizens who work past
retirement age.
"Too many working seniors can't
recover lost benefits they have
worked most of their lives to earn/
Whitfield said. "That's why we
need to eliminate the earnings
penalty."

Fair Tuesday in the Curris Center
Ballroom. The fair will be held from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. A list of the more
than 80 employers attending is
available
at
campus.murraystate.ed u/ careerser
vices.htm.

Career Fair to be held
Tuesday In Curris Center

The Evening Care Preschool and
Primary Program is offering
evening care on campus from 4:30
to 9:30p.m. The cost is $10 per night

The Career Services Office is
holding its annual Spring Career

Evening care available for
preschool, primary children
"Campus Briefly" is compiled by
Morgan Hardy, assista11t news editor,
and Melissa Stoneberger, assistant college life editor.
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CongratU1a;tions!
New .Allpha Gamma Delta Officers
~~

and includes a hot meal. Children
of faculty, staff and students, ages 3
to 8, are eligible to attend. The program operates Monday through
Thursday. For more information,
phone the Child Development Center at 762-4633.

· President - Chelsea Anderson
VP Member Development - Rebecca
Francis

Speci~l Events .. Rachael Walker

Telecommunications - Sarah Stanton

VP Scholarship - Natalie Meeks

Song - Jessica Marshall

VP Recruitment - Amy Bowling

Assistant Finane~ • Kaci Greer

VP Operations - Maria Brock

tudent Special

Assistant Recruitment - Lori Hayes

VP Finance - Kim Alexander
VP Campus Relations - Tera Overby
Personal [Development - Julie Means

Panhellenic Reps,.. Jessica Cardin,
Lesley Williams

Property coordinator - Natalie Slayden Guards _Tori Dunn, Stephanie Hamlett
New Member Coordinator - Rebekah
Dawn Johnson, Ellen Yonts
Cansler
Sisterhood .. Krista Doron

•

Philanthropy - Ashley Hailston
Ritual - ilulie Hallemeler
Membership- Amy Northington
Alumni Liason - Stephanie Watson
Social - Racheal Rogers
Risk Management - Beth Harney
Activities - Summer Oliver
• Public Relations - Stephanie Simmons
Publications - Allison Coffeen

970 Chestnut St.

Purchasing - Christian Irwin
• Correspondence - Sarah Jane Bard

753·2975

Intramural - Rebekah Christman

;; a;::-
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'It's a candyland
for criminals'
BY MORGAN HARDY
AsSISTANT

News Eo1roR

"Very little University property
was stolen," Bishop said. "Things
that were stolen ranged from the
petty to valuable. They went
through the studio, as well and
tore up a lot of things in there."
Police found many of the items
in an investigation they recently
concluded. DeVoss said a group
of juvenile skateboarders is
charged with raiding the studio
and taking the art and equipment
back to a residence in Almo
where it was found.
However, Bishop said the
skateboarders are not charged
with breaking into the building.
Instead, the burglars may have
gained access through a door that
had been left unlocked. DeVoss
said this is why students should
be more observant.
"We have property crime out
the ear," DeVoss said. "People
(college students) are spoiled rotten. People who are so inclined
can make a good living off of taking advantage of these college
students."
Interim Director of Public Safety Mittie Southerland recommended several ways students
can prevent simple theft.
"One of the ways to try to deal
with theft prevention is to try to
make each individual more
aware of their belongings,"
Southerland said. "When people
have COs in their car or truck, if
people have those just out in the
open, they are gone."
Said Southerland: "We find
that book bags and purses stolen
have just been left out in the

Theft concerns have been highl lighted following a recent spree of
burglaries in the Murray community and a high-profile pilfering
in the art department over Winter Break.
"We have every type of criminal element on this campus,"
1 Public Safety Lt. David DeVoss
said. "It's a candyland for criminals."
Seven people in Murray in the
past two weeks have been arrested and charged with offenses
I ranging from fencing to felony
burglary, according to articles in
"The Murray Ledger & Times."
Two more people are sought on
, charges of armed robbery after a
resident of Embassy Apartments
was robbed at gunpoint, according to "The Ledger and Tunes."
Police believe one of the offendors
to have been carrying a singlebarrel shotgun, causing a wave of
alarm across campus.
On campus, six counts of thirddegree burglary, one count of second-degree burglary, one incident of mail theft, two incidents
of lost property stolen, five incidents of theft by unlawful taking
(more than $300), two less than
$300 and three reports of criminal
mischief have been filed, DeVoss
said.
Chief among these is the burglary of the sculpture Jab over
Winter Break. Art professor Steve
Bishop said most things missing
are student-produced pieces of
open."
art.

3

•PoliceBeat
THURSDAY, FEB. 17, 2000 SATURDAY, FEB. 19, 2000
7 a.m. The electrical shop was
testing alarms in the Special
Education Building and in Wells
Hall.
10:17 a.m. There was a traffic
problem at Wells Hall.
11:50 a.m. An emergency message was delivered to the sociology department.
2:04 p.m. A book bag was reported stolen, but was returned after
it was found someone had
picked it up by mistake.
10:16 p.m. An alarm was triggered in Wrather Museum.
Everything was found to be normal and the system was reset.

FRIDAY, FEB• .18, 2000
12:09 a.m. A fire alarrn was triggered in Pogue library. Murray
Fire Department was dispatched. A second alarm was
triggered at 12:20 a.m., and it
was found to be a system malfunction .
1:22 a.m. Officers were at White
College following a report of a
couple having an argument.
7:25 a.m. Electricians were at
Pogue Library testing the
alarms.
8:31 a.m. A suspicious person
was reportep in the horse barn.
Everything was OK on arrival.
12:45 p.m. The front desk worker
at Elizabeth College reported a
dumpster had rolJed into a car.
4:45 p.m. An officer was in College Courts cht.-cking the area
after lightning struck.
5:44 p.m. Officers were dispatched to Hart College investigating a possible assault.
11 p.m. A student reported
harassing phone calls.

2:16 a.m. There was a hang-up
on a 911 call from a Regional
Spedal Events Center elevator.
After a check of the area, everything was found to be OK.
2:25 p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported three teenagers in the parking lot looking
into vehicles.
2:28 p.m. Officers were out with
juveniles near Racer Arena.
3:31 p.m. An officer was out for a
noise complaint at 613 College
Courts.
4:52 p.m. A possible fight was
reported in the 600 block of College Courts. The situation had
calmed down by the time
authorities arrived.
5:07p.m . An officer was requested at Carr Health Building after
a student wanted in without a
Racercard.
5:35 p.m. Skateboarders were
reported to be disrupting pedestrians at the Curris Center.

SUNDAY,FEB.20,2000
1:45 p.m. Skateboarders at the
General Services Building were
told to leave campus.
6:14p.m. A noise complaint was
reported from Elizabeth College.
The complaint was because of a
car horn sounding.

MONDAY, FEB. 2.1, 2000
11:20 a.m. A car alarm was triggered at Winslow Dining Hall.
12:18 p.m . Loud music was
reported behind the TRIO Building.
12:29 p.m . Students were reported to be fighting east of Blackburn Science Building.
2:53 p.m. A fire alarm was trig-

gered at White College. Murray
Fire Department was dispatched. The fourth floor smoke
detector was found to be defective.
4:12 p.m. An occupied elevator
in the Business Building was
stuck. Murray Fire Department
was dispatched.
6:29 p.m. An employee who had
fainted was reported at Winslow
Dining Hall. Emergency Medical
Services transported the employee to Calloway County Jiospital.
6:39 p.m. A noise complaint was
reported at 705 College Courts.
The residence director was
paged.
8:10 p.m. A suspicious person
was reported near Waterfield
Library by Racer Patrol.
8:54 p.m. An alarm in Wrather
Museum was triggered. The
alarm was reset.
9:16 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer be dispatched to the
loading dock of the General Services Building.

TUESDAY,FEB. 22,2000

WmNESDAY, FEB. 23, 2000
7:45 a.m. Electricians were testing alarms at the Expo Center.
10:23 a.m. The fire lane at Wilson
Hall was blocked.
10:30 a.m . There was a hit ~d
run on Hamilton Street.
J
3:04 p.m. A non-student was
asked to leave Waterfield
Library.
3:38 p.m. A group of skateboarders was told to leave campus. ,
7:44 p.m . A student reported his
vehicle missing from the Baptist
Student Union.
10:42 p .m . Bike riders were
reported in front of Waterfield
Library.

8:30a.m. A fire alarm was malfunctioning in Sparks Hall. Facilities Management was notified.
1:42 p.m. Oothes were stolen
from a washing machine in College Courts. Residents notified
officers that off-campus people
were using the machines.
4:38 p.m. A noise complaint was
reported at 705 College Courts.
The residence director was Racer Escort: 15
paged.
Motorist Assist: 10
4:59 p.m. An alarm was triggered in the Boy Scout Museum.
The security guard reported
Police Beat is compiled by Moreverything to be OK.
ga, Hardy, assistant news editor,
5:23 p.m. There was a report of from materials available at Public
reckless driving in the residen- Safety.
• TranServe AutomatiC
TransmiSsion Servtce
• Flush & Fill Machine

' ' CASH IN A F LAS H ''
Loans On An,eJiin• Of Value
We T ote Tbe Note A uto Sales

Free Quotes!

tial college circle.
6:26 p.m. A non-injury accident
was reported behind Richmond
College.
7:50 p.m . A noise complaint was
reported at 1006 College Courts.
7:52p.m. A student was having a
medical problem at Winslow
Dining Hall. The student refused
medical treatment.
8:48 p.m . The smell of marijuana
was reported in Hart College.
No marijuana was discovered.
10:19 p.m . A fire alarm was triggered in Springer College. Murray Fire Department was dispatched. The smell of smoke was
detected on the third floor, and
was found to be a burnt pizza.'
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Year Anniversary

507 S. 1~ St. • Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

713 S. 12 St. MURRAY, KY 42071
753-7113

Professional lubrication and T. L. C.
for your car. truck. motor home.

''Lowest Rates In Town'':

Ford Authorized

' )

cars to vans

Requirements
Ac least 2 t yean of age, valid driver's license.

"MaJor credit cards"
Local pickup avaflaiJJe

Parker t=ord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
751 - 5271 Ask for wade
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: Applying for Fall 2001 Law School Admission? :
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Tanning & Storage Rental
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fttSU Stu~tlnts

A four-part LSAT Prep Course Seminar will be
presented on MSU's campus on Sunday evenings from
6-10 p.m. Session dates are scheduled for March 5
and 19 and April 2 and 16. A seminar fee of $295
includes the cost of all materials and supplies.
To register call Dr. Joe G. Chaney at 762-3459 or
753-1 387. A deposit of $100 is required by March 1.

10% discount off of all Packa!!es.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
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Hours
Mon. -Thurs. 8 a.m.-10 P.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
753-3333

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray
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Week

Unless Vanilla Ice tries making
his comebacJ< at Murray State, it is
likely the friendly Student Government Association has struck
gold again with the newest concert
line-up.
Dave Matthews once seemed
like a fluke until MTV invaded.
Then it looked like concert options
were again trashed until Stroke 9,
which will perform in April, but it
doesn't end there. The new contract signed last week guarantees
at least three additional concerts
within the year.
Is it possible SGA Vice President
and former Concert Chair Kevin
Lowe has mafia ties? Or, is Murray
really becoming a regula r tour
stop town?
Either way, the student body is
appreciative of the effort displayed by those with connections.
Every new concert that comes to
Murray is a catalyst fo r others.

Do you feel athletes
receive preferential
treatment in the
classroom?
"WHO
CARES?"

00I'11NIC CARNES

sophom01e, PaduCJih

"THE
PROFESSORS ARE
A LITTlE MORE
lENIENT ON US

ASAN
ATHLETE, I
DON'T GET
!·~ &PEEIAL
TREATMENT, BUT
I've HEARD
SOME TALK
11
ABOUT IT.

11

1N SOME
CASES THEY DO.
I'M NOT
AGAINST THAT
BECAUSE IT
DEPENDS ON
THE ABILITY OF
11
THE ATHLETE.
freshman, Detro•t

11

1 THINK IT
DEPENDS ON
WHAT SPORT
THE PROFESSOR
FAVORS, IN
RETURN COULD
HELP THE
ATHLETE."

l!!remy Edwards/The News
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Professor believes Willis
wrong about Strieter
To the Editor:
I

rnlils recent lf!fter defending hiS

defen5'e'ofPr'esident Kem Alexander, James Willis has again
demonstrated that brevity is not
one of his virtues. ln his longwinded diatribe, he complains
that MACE Chairman Terry Strieter called him a "space cadet"
and "sycophant." What Strieter
really said was that "it would be
too discourteous" to use those
terms - the same sort of th in veil
that Willis d raped over his denigration of the MSU faculty when
he disingenuously noted that
some "could mistakenly believe"
that he had likened his colleagues
to "barking dogs."
Willis,
however,
publicly
admitted to being a sycophant- a
servile self-seeker who attempts
to win favor by flattering influential people. Indeed, that was
exactly his platform when he
unsuccessfully sought the office
of faculty regent.
In explaining to the Faculty
Senate why he would make the
best regent, Willis characterized
Alexander as "a force of nature"
who acted impulsively and could
not be dissuaded from a course of
action once committed. Logic and
candid exchanges of views would
not prevail with such a leader (as
thl'Y might, for example, w ith a
Gandhi or a Churchill whose
qualities Willis now purports to
find in Alexander). Rather, he
informed the Senate, the only way
a regent could be effective was, by
flattery and cajolery, to get as
dose to the president as possible
to win favors from him.
Willis then declared he, o f all
the candidates, was best suited to
this task. In other words, Willis
openly argued that his chief qualification for office was that he was
a sycophant. His letter and editorial make it perfectly clear he still
is.
Criticism of the administration
by the faculty and its Senate has
been constructive criticism . The
MACE agenda is to make MSU a
better university for students,
staff and faculty. The means to
this end is shared governance and
open exchange of ideas. Some like
Willis, however, disdain democratic pluralism and find authoritarianism more comfortable
because it io:;, after all, the natural
environment of sycophaJ}ts who
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Charter Lions Club, Unity Day
or Up 'Til Dawn, which have all
been ignored by t he student
Bill Schell
press. These attacks were made
associate professor of history
by t he middle-schoolish "The
Murray State News." I exp ected
.t~tudent d~ends
more from Shock.
cartOonist's rights
Finally came ''Purdy Woman."
I was stunned. Looking at the
To the Editor:
record, it is impossible for anyone to argue this year's SGA has
I am writing in reference to the bet•n passive and done nothing
curren t controversy regarding for the student body. I could not
Darin Shock's First Amendment believe Shock would attack the
rights vs. the lack of taste in SGA symbol o f leadership in
some of his cartoons. This issue such a perverse way. The antihas reaUy made me think w hat Shock bandwagon nearly had
being an American is all about. another rider.
That may sound overd ramatic,
It was at this poin t Shock
but w hen you thin k about it, this taught me the greatest lesson the
situation epitomizes the lack of Constitution has to offer. I was a
public understanding of freedom 100 percent supporter of these
of speech .
risque cartoons when they
Shock's response on the attacked distant targets. Public
Op/Ed page last week showed figures, sports stars and celebrihow serious he is about his role ties were the recipients and his
in society as an entertainer. Last serL.:;e of humor was so captivatyear, Shock seemed to focus on ing, the reader could not help
national or world leaders and we but be drawn in. I was all for his
thought it was funny. When he First Amt!ndment rights. Only in
did touch Murray State it was to America could a college cartoondenounce University President ist draw the president of the
Kern Alexander. Nobody had a United States smoking a cigar
problem with ·this because while an intern "serves her counAlexa nder was the "common try." Go Shock!
enemy." The cartoons Shock
A':ft soon as the criticism turned
drew last year made us all laugh. to people I know personally and
Shock's work was the main rea- respect, I was ready to burn the
son most students picked up a Constitution. You can only make
paper at a ll.
fun of people I don't like, is how
Then came the "snow a ngel." I felt. I realized if Shock could
This still was not offensive to attack Kirkham, others could
most students because it was attack me if 1 am ever in a public
directed toward Alexander. The light. T hat was uncomfortable to
only loud complaints came from me.
a lu m ni that most likely have
These were the thoughts going
never experienced life under through my head as l was readAlexander. I personally felt the ing
the
point-cou n terpoint
car toon that was a little too essays by Wheat and Shock. I
"cold" was the MSU basketball saw a depth in Shock and his carteam vs. the Calloway County toons, which were not there
Middle School girls. I am proud before. l had a new understandof how our team has done, espe- ing of freedom of speech. The
cially considering the lack of lessons learned here are invalusupport from the student body able. I saw a characteristic of a
(i.e. the cartoon). Also, the lone leader I had not thought of
student standing in the back- before, the ability, no, maturity
ground didn't escape my atten- to take the amateurish insults of
tion.
the media and unflattering
There is no doubt that lone stu- drawings by cartoonists as a
den t was a subtle attack on Stu- g rain of salt. I aJso learned the
dent Governmen t Association Constitution applies to everyPresident Brandon Kirkham. one, not just those we like, periThis is nothing new from "The od.
M urray State News," which
In closing I have two requests:
seems determined to critid1.e first, "The Murray State News"
Kirkham and the SGA every staff w riters and t>ditors, in the
time staff members take a breath, future write educated assesscriticism that takes up valuable mente; of events and facts. Don't
media space th at could have trash an organization simply
been focused on Murray St,lte's because you don't like its leadtrade in favors, not ideas.

er's hair. Second, Shock, keep
"entertaining" us. G reat job!
C. Ryan Shelton
Freshman
Owensboro

Deism prominent

...

...

in country's early days
To the Editor:
When you look nt a newborn
baby, you are in awe of all this
unrealized potential. Here is this
new person, the new strength that
can grow up to be anything. It's so
incredible that a full·grown man,
looking at his newborn child, might
weep.
When the Franklins of Colonial
America looked at their newborn
son, Benjamin, the product of their
love, they must have felt that way.
Here was this tiny power who
would grow up to be one of the
most influential men of his time. He
would become a philosopher, a scientist. He Wl)uld become a diplomat
.tnd revolutionary. He would grow
to be a rich and powerful American.
But, he would not grow to
~come a Christian.
Franklin acquired his fame and
fortune, and spent many years in
France, where the French saw him
as the quintessential American. He
was everything American. He was a
rags to riches story. He was a noble
savage. He was energetic, inventive,
a fount of new ideas. He was everything our great country embodied.
But, he was not Christian.
Franklin, like a lot of his fellow
Declaration signer::., founding
fathers of the greatest country the
earth has ever seen, was a Deist.
Deism is a philosophy that bases its
belief in a god on rdtional observation. Deism doesn't accept scriptural "truth" at all. ln fact, to Franklin,
religion, !'cripture, dogma: these
were all things that hid the truth
from us. Deism is a way of looking
at the world, believing there·~ a god
,md keeping your Sunday mornings
free. Franklin said it this way: "I
cannot conet•ive otherwise that He,
the [nfinite Father, expects or
requires no worship or praise from
us, but that he is evt'n infinitely
above it."
Deism is a lot of things. It isn't,
however, Christian. And, despite
reports to the contrary, neither was
the founding of our country.
James L. Hartley
Henderson

Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
comm entaries

ll)d.Jetters to ~
edi(or. Letters
should be 300
\Vords or fewer
and must be
gigned.
Cont ributors
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addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Rocker had right to make controversial statements
What baseball pitcher John Rocker had to say was offensive to
some, but he still has the right to
say it and be free from sanctions.
Rocker has been in the spotlight
in recent weeks over "offensive"
things he said about people of different sexual orientations and ethnic backgrounds, as well as single
mothers and New Yorkers in general.
My opinion on the matter is, "So
what!" While I may not agree with
his comments and think the guy is
a complete idiot, I believe in freedom of speech. The First Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States clearly states a person's freedom of speech shall not
be infringed upon.

I feel this country is becoming so
consumed with the notion of
"political correctness'' that we are
becoming"America, the offended "
instead of "America, the free." No
matter what you say while giving
your opinion, someone is going to
disagree and/or become offended
by it. I think people just need to get
over it!
Rocker proved to me he was an
idiot by what he said. I don't agree
with his statements at all, but I
don't feel he should be punished
for what he said. It's just words.
lt's not like Rocker went out and
started a Nazi-type group to go
around and remove these people
from the country or kill them. I lc
just said what he thought.

..

I think he should be looked
down upon for his statements, but
I don't believe he should be suspended from games or have to
undergo "sensitivity training." If
he can be punished for what he
said about other people, how long
will it be before people won't be
able to render their opinion on
politicians or the government in
general?
The bottom line is he exercised
his constitutionally-protected freedom to say whatever he wanted.
Even if he had said something
about a member of my family or
one of my friends, I would still
respect his right to say it. 1 feel this
is one of the most crucial rights we
have as citizens of the United

States. We complain about all this
he-said-she-said junk and forget
people in China don't even have
the privilege to speak their opinion
publicly.
I think the peons of the Major
League Baseball Commission
should publicly say they in no way
agree with or support Rocker's
statements, but by being able to
punish him, they are setting a dangerous trend.
[f people keep being punished
for what they say simply because it
is not politically correct or because
someone disagre~, people won't
be able to say anything at all.
Besides, political correctness is a
guideline for politicians and we aU
know some,. if not most, lie, cheat

and steal, so why go by their
guidelines?
I'm pretty sure I offend someone
every day. I believe what I want
and say what I want because it is
my right to do so. I feel people
blow everything someone says out
proportion, whether it be what
Jesse Ventura said on religion or
Howard Stern about people of
Asian descent.
Don't take away the people's
right to say what they want. To all
those out there who think J'm
right, I'm glad. To all those who
think I'm wrong, I don't care
because it is my opinion.

In My
Opinion

jOE DAN DACUS

"I

DON'T FEEL

HE SHOULD BE
PUNISHED FOR
WHAT HE

joe Dan Dacus is tile assistant sports
editor for "The Murray State Ne·ws." •
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STATE SENATOR

•Analysis

Though much of last week's legislative on tax forms to allow people the option of
action took place in committee meetings, making a contribution to Kentucky Edumembers of the Senate also have seen cational Television.
increased activity in our.chamber as more
We also passed legislation that would
and more bills come before the foil body strengthen the state's penalties against
for consideration.
minors who try to purchase alcoholic bevA growing number of bills approved by erages. According to SB 47, anyone under
the House of Representatives and sent to 21 years old who tries to purchase alcothe Senate for consideration also con- holic beverages faces a driver's license
tributed to the increasing amounts of leg- suspension for up to six months.
islation we've taken up in recent days.
In committee action, members of the
As a member of the Senate Appropria- Senate State and Local Government Comtions and Revenue Committee - also mittee approved a bill that would ensure
kr)own as the Budget Committee - I have state employees have the same rights as
been busy participating in hearings with other citizens to participate in political
state officials and working with my col- events. While political activity at work
leagues on the proposed two-year budget. would still be forbidden, SB 96 would
Determining the way we raise and spend make sure state workers wouldn't be
money is nothing less than determining penalized when they're off work for
our priorities as a state. With that in mind, assisting in voter registration drives,
discussing the budget is sure to be a high speaking at rallies or contributing to politpriority as l meet and talk with con- ical campaigns.
stituents in the weeks ahead.
In other committee business, members
Education also was an item high on our of the Senate Banking and Insurance
agenda two weeks ago as we approved a Committee approved House Bill342, leg·
bill to boost the knowledge and skills of islation that would give mutual insurance
math teachers in Kentucky's middle , company policyholders greater protecschools. With math skills becoming tion if the company converts to one sold
increasingly important, members of the publicly on the stock market. According
Senate unanimously approved legislation to the legislation, the state insurance comthat would create a Middle School Math- missioner would have greater power to
ematics Professional Development Fund prevent a mutual insurance company
to help pay for certain college courses and from going public if doing so isn't in the
other professional development endeav- best interest of policyholders. The legislaors for middle school math teachers.
tion also would require the company's
The bill also would create a Center for conversion plan be put before policyholdMiddle School Mathematics Achievement ers for a vote.
•
at a public university to coordinate proAs always, I appreciate the information
grams that boost teachers' math-teaching and opinions you present to me. I strive
skills.
throughout the session to respond to your
In the area of taxes, we considered and concerns and am thankful for the opporapproved Senate Bill 86, legislation that tunity to serve you.
would exempt wheelchair repair and
replacement parts from the state's sales
and use taxes.
,
Bob jackson represents the state's first senatoWe also approved SB S~which would rial district composed of Calloway, Carlisle,
create an income tax refund designation Fulton, Graves, Hickma~r and Trigg counties.

,For more

infonnation
You can reach
Bob Jackson by

phoning
1-800-372-7181.
For information
on bill
JSununaries, bill
Status information and
committee
meeting
schedules, the
state legislature's
home page is
www.lrc.st.He.ky.
us.

Many groups need to stand up for rights
Imagine the other day J was taking
a trip in my car and I saw a restaurant.
In my imagination, I drove closer
and realized the restaurant was called
Slanty-Eyes. The billboard next to the
restaurant read "No fake's allowed:
Server's do their own math!'' (sic).
I pulled over to the parking lot to
investigate. Walking into the pagodastyle building, 1 noticed the cars were
scant and the shades were mostly
drawn. I opened the splintered wooden door and entered the restaurant,
only to be shocked to my knees at
what [saw.
All the waiters and waitresses were
Asians, dressed in stereotypical
"peasant" garb, like the kind you
might see in Vietnam footage reels.
In fact, the only thing that brought
the employees out of film and into
thts twisted r~ality I entered was the
grotesque makeup on their faces.
Their eyes had been painted with
massive amounts of eyeliner to make
them appear unnaturally slanted and
the other makeup was strategically
placed to draw attention to the slant
of their eyes.
I asked to see the owner of the
restaurant. I couldn't figure out why
people who had worked so hard to
overcome stereotyping would allow
themselves to be paraded around Like

this.
When the owners came out of the
back, however, 1 was given my
biggest shock yet: they were a white
couple in their 50s, dressed in clothes
that looked like they had just
returned from 18 holes on the golf
cours,e.
They approached me, smiling.
"Can I help you?" they asked.
1 paused to calm myself, but it didn't do much good "How can you do
this? How can you put stereotypes on
display so blatantly?" l paused and
turned to the waiter standing behind
me. His large name tag read
"Chang," and below it said, "Moo
shu pork or long division, I serve
them both with great precision."
"And you!" I said, gasping. "How
can you allow yourself to be paraded
around like this?"
The waiter shrugged and looked a
little ashamed. "It's good money. I'm
a student and I have to pay my own
way." He shuffled bnck into the
kitchen.
I looked back at the owners. "I can' t
believe this kind of pl.1ce exists in the
year 2000 in the United States!"
They kept their calm demeanors
and acidic smiles. ''But our employ·
ees are Asian. Why shouldn't they be
proud of their slanted eyes? We think
they're quite nice ourselves."

I was frozen in silence until the
male owher leaned in and whispered
to me, "Besides, you wouldn't believe
how many people find them incredibly sexy. We do."
I couldn't take any more. I stormed
out of the restaurant.
I was almost home when I got the
biggest shock of all, though. I saw a
hug~ sign with scantily-clad women
busting out of tight white spandex
shirts and bright orange short-shorts.
These women, too, were advertising a
restaurant. I thought, no way. No
way could women allow this to happen in America, where they make up
mor~ than SO percent of the population. This must bt? a joke.
Of course, the first example was
from my imagination, but this is true,
We all recognize immediately these
women are on a sign with the word
Hooters emblazoned across the top.
What makes the female gender
unique and beautiful is being cheapened and exploited so some men can
become filthy rich.
Straight from the Hooters web site
cornes their "saga": Hooters was
appropriately incorporated on April
Fool's Day 1983, when six businessmen with absolutely no previous
restaurant experience got together
and decided to open a place they
couldn't get kicked out of. Soon after,

on Oct. 4 of that year, the doors to the
first Hooters restaurant opened in
Clearwater, Fla.
How charming. They wanted a
restaurant "they couldn't get kicked
out of." Doesn't that mean they wanted a restaurant where they could act
"delightfully tacky, yet unrefined?"
(Which, by the way, "gentlemen,"
does not make any sense. If you
wanted the slogan to make sense, you
would need to substitute the word
"yet" for the word "and.")
Why do you think places like the
first one I mentioned would have no
chance whatsoever of surviving in a
society like the one we live in, but it is
perfectly acceptable to have women
bursting out of barely-there clothing,
serving men in a place like Hooters?
Well, it's not the men's fault. OK,
not entirely the men's fault. I mean, if
you don't train a puppy not to pee on
the carpet, it's going to think it's OK
to pee on the carpet.
In other words, women have to be
the ones to say no to this. You probably think I am some man-hating
"feminazi" (thank you for expanding
the American vocabulary, Rush Limbaugh) who can't get a man. You
probably think I am relatively antisocial and a generally angry person.
But l am not. llove being feminine.
I am in a sorority. I shave my legs. l

love my fiance. I love my male
friends. Most of my male friends as
weU as my fiance are in a fraternity. I
know many, many men have the
utmost respect for women and see
them as their equals. I, as well as my
best female friends, hang out with
these guys because they know we
expect this respect.
Women need to learn we can stand
up and say we won't be judged or
objectified because of our bodies.
Rosa Parks said no on a bus in Mont·
gomery, Ala. She said she would not
allow herself to be judged and
demeaned because of the color of her
skin. Why should a woman allow
herself to be judged and demeaned
because of the size of her breasts or
the length of her legs?
Let's not forget women's bodies
give us all the gift of life and we
should love and worship this God·
given gift, not allow it to be cheapened and exploited for some extra
cash. More importantly, though, we
should not allow who we are inside
these beautiful bodies to be changed
because of what people might thi~k
when they see us, complete with our
feminine breasts, legs, hips and
waists.

Alyson McNutt is a copy editor for "Tile
Murmy State News."
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CAN STAND UP
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BECAUSE OF
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Presidential race hits home in May Voting registration
KENrUCKY
PRIMARIES
ARE A
RELATIVELY
LOW
PRIORITY FOR

PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES,
AND USUAllY
HAVE liTTlE
IMPACT BY
HIE liME

THE MAY DATE
ROLLS

AROUND.

STAFF WRITER

While other states revel in choosing
the next U.S. president, Kentucky is
left to taste the aftermath of political
frenzy that dominates the nation.
Candidates booming with campaign
promises and rallies raining with red,
white and blue confetti are no more
than a television image to most state
residents:
Kentucky's primaries are scheduled
for May 23 and are followed only by
six other states. By this time, it's dear
who the Republican and Democratic
presidential nominees will be, political
'science professor Mark Wattier said.
Presidential candidates focus on
states that hold early primaries, hoping to establish a lead. In these states,
they hold rallies and give campaign
speeches. Candidates are aware of
issues important to the residents and
strive to prove they hold answers to
the state's problems.
"We (Kentucky) really don't provide
an incentive for national candidates to
learn about the concerns of people in
Kentucky," Wattier said.
After March 7, which has been
dubbed "Super Tuesday," the road to
the White House will be be much narrower, as the top dogs separate from
the pack. On that day, 16 states will
hold their primary or caucus.
Kentucky has not always hosted its
presidential primary at the end of
May. In 1988 the event was earlier in
the year, but voter turnout was low,

and the primary was not considered
worth the expense and hassle, Wattier
said. It is now held at the same time as
the primary for Kentucky state and
U.S. senators and representatives, at a
time that is best for members of the
state legislature.
"They (legislators) don't think it's
worth it to allow us to have an impact
on the nominee of the Republican
Party and the nominee of the Democratic Party," Wattier said .
Political science professor Winfield
Rose said early primaries and caucuses
such as those held in Iowa and New
Hampshire, are not as important
numerically as they are psychologically because they are small states and
carry few delegates. Candidates strive
to gain momentum early and be
viewed as the front-runner in the
minds of voters, Rose said.
For example, after Texas Gov.
George W. Bush lost in New Hampshire, his support in South Carolina
immediately fell.
"The media have a feeding frenzy
instinct to attack a loser," Rose said.
"Bush had to change his style and
become more aggressive. In other
words, it wasn't going to be a cake
walk for him."
With a tight race between Bush and
Arizona Sen. John McCain, Rose said
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each cand;date appeals to d;!ferent
groups.
A five-year prisoner of war during
Vietnam, McCain d raws veterans to
his side. He was tortured, starved and
held in solitary confinement for two
years.
"You don't go through an experience
like that without it affecting you,"
Rose said. "That's a strength no other
candidate can match."
McCain likewise draws votes from
independents and "Reagan Democrats," who are highly conservative.
Bush's experience as a successful
governor of the second most-popu Ia ted state in the union attracts his supporters, Rose said.
Likewise, Bush attracts more of the
traditional Republican voters. In
Michigan, for example, McCain came
out on top with the popular vote,
while Bush gained the most republican
votes.
Rose said McCain and Democratic
presidential candidate Bill Bradley are
the "mavericks" in the race. He said
neither candidate is supported by
main-line party establishments, which
is demonstrated by the endorsements
they received.
The 2000 election is the first in 12
years in which Americans know a new
president is definitely in store.
The Republican National Convention is July 31 in Philadelphia and the
democratic event is Aug. 14 in Los
Angeles. The presidential nominations
for each party will be announced at
that time.

BY LISA WHEAT
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BY WINDY MOHEAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If students want to have
their voices heard in the
upcoming elections, they
must register to vote.
"Voting is important,"
Deputy County Clerk Lynn
Pascal said. "It's a right we
have."
County Clerk Ray Coursey
agreed voting is important,
especially for students.
"This generation has got a
lot at stake," Coursey said.
"They better lay some
ground work now."
Anyone who lives in Cal~
l~way County for 28 days
prior to an election can vote.
Registering here will void
any registration in another
county or state.
Students can pick up forms
at the County Clerk's Office,
located on the second floor of
the courthouse downtown;
or any state funded office.
"Students can always come
to the SGA office and pick
one up," SGA President.
Brandon Kirkham said. "We
plan to have a registration
drive closer to the presidential elections."
For those who do not wish
to change their registration
to Calloway County, absen-

tee ballots are available.
Students who want to
receive an absentee ballot
from anywhere in Kentucky
should contact the county
clerks's office of their home
county. The office will send a
request form and after applicants state the reason they
cannot be in the county at the
time of election, it will send
an absentee ballot to them.
"I'm registered to vote in
my
hometown,"
Meg
Schoenman,
sophomore
from Williamstown, said. '1
don't think I'll vote here. I'd
do the absentee ballot."
Schoenman said she thinks
the University could do
something to help the clerk's
office increase student voting.
"The school could set up a
booth or offer free T-shirts or
something to encourage students to vote," she said.
Mail-in registration is
available by calLing the Calloway County Clerk's Office
and requesting a form.
Forms may also be downloaded from the secretary of
state's
web
site,
http:/ /www.sos.state.ky.us.
For more information, contact the Calloway County
Oerk's Office.
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DC·I INTERNET IS HERE!

More Than JustA
Copy Shop...
• Bonners
• Brodlures
• Business Cords
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• Color Copies
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•' Fox Service
·flyers
• High Speed Copies
• Invitations
• laminating

• loser Prints
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• Resume Service
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Call Now 800.562.4951

magical place on earth? Then become part of the
Walt Disney WOrld College Program. It's your
opportunity to spend a semester making friends,
makins magic and making a difference.

March 6, 2000
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Bid day crucial for Hopkinsville campus
BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The New!>

·u· ' and St Udry111:
· ' Freshman Sarah
l&dn

Case from
Owensboro sits on the steps of Lovett: Auditorium on W ednesday afternoon and enjoys the improved weather conditions.

Construction of Murray State's
campus in Hopkinsville will begin in
May, but if things do not work out
right, the building might not have a
second floor.
The money allotted for construction is not quite enough to finish
building the classrooms on the second floor, according to the preliminary estimates given by the architects.
"We really won't know anything
until bid day comes," Kelly Morse.
director of marketing for the Hl)p·
kinsville campus, said .
The plans can for a building that
can accommodate 1,200 student!> in
nine classrooms, an electronic "virtual library" and a multi-purpose room
designed to house student gatherings.
John Yates, dean of continuing
education, said for whatever reason
the building is more than what the
budget allows.

"We were too far in the design
phase before that became apparent,"
Yates said.
Yates also said nothing is for sure
until bid day, which will be sometime in April. However, Yates said he
is optimistic the bid::; will fit in with
the pn1posl'd budget.
He also s.1id it would be more costly and time consuming to start over
and try to de<; ibm a different building.
"Tt is better to r<Jise money to finish
the sel"ond floor than it would be to
create n whole new building," Yates
said.
So far, Univer::;ity officials have no
definite pl.111s to how they will raise
the m1mey it the project does come
out over budget, but they have discussed options, including using
funds from the University's Vision
Que...;t carnpnign.
"We have discussed the possibility
of using VisiOn Quest, but we haven't
really discu~.;ed it with anyone else
yet," Yates s,ud.
Another option would be to ask for

more money from the state; however,
Yates said this is not likely to happen
this year.
The University received the land
the site will be constructed on
through the Racer Foundation. The
Foundation bought 480 acres of land
in Hopkinsville, which 80 acres of it
went to the University.
The Foundation will sell the rest of
the land in bit:> and pieces to different
organizations. So far, the R.1cer Foundation has sold land to create a veteran~ cemetery and a convention center complex.
"It is time for us to sell the remaining land and go back to doing other
things," E.W. Dennison, member of
the Racer Foundation, said.
The Foundation bought the land
because the University did not have
the funds to buy the 480 acres of
land, which sold as a pac.:kugc.
"One hundred percent o( our proceeds go back to Murray State," Dennison said. "We are tryjng to help
Murray State."

j OHN Y ATES
Dean of Contmulng
Education

" WE WERE TOO
FAR IN THE
DESIGN PHASE
BEFORE THAT
BECAME
APPARENT. u

Carr Health Building to get $2 million makeover by May of next year
BY MORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

After several years of inaction, Carr
Health Building's $2 rnalllun renovn·
tion budget is finally in liSt.'.
University Architect Don Riley targeted Aug. 1 as the date when renovation of the 63-year-old building will
begin, with construc;tiun bids opening
June 15. The work b expected to continue until April 1, 2001, with "finishing touches" being applied until May
1.
"There is a good dcalot construction
)
' to be done, but these :ire pretty st.m·

dard projects," Rilt•y said. "We're
expecting new paint and carpet for the
entire building. Overall, the building
will have a new, spruced up look."
Godsey and Associates, a construction consultation firm based in
Louisville, is responsible for the design
of the project. Of the $2 million,
$108,000 has already bct•n spent on
designin~ the renovation, a cost Riley
said is "typical." Final plans (or the
work are anticipated within three
weeks.
Multiple goal~ havt• bel'n set for the
renovation. Judy Brookhiser, chair of
the department of health, physical

I

J)ol'IJ. '~

education and recreution, said the
"No. 1 priority" of the renovation is
the re-creation of the human performance laboratory, which is the
research lab for exercise scicnl"e ,md
recreation majors.
One-third of the budget has been
allotted for this renovation, which
includes other infrastructure concerns
as well. The old human performance
lab will became a fan room, which will
ventilate the north gym.
"What we don't get is air conditioning in the north and south gym, but
with the fan s (from the old human performance lab), we hope th.tt the north

rflati.n..u m

"Wh..ere all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Beginning in March:
Your favorite Magazine Centerfold Girls &
XXX Video Vixens Monthly

Live on stage XXX Videostar

Morgan Dare,
March 16, 17 & 18.

•• • • • • •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bring in th.i s Ad, and get 1 person in free
with 1 pai d admission.
(T his does not apply for feature shows and events !)

=

gym v.•ill be around 85 degrees in the
wam1 months, rather than the 100 plus
it usually is," Brookhiser said.
Another one-third of the budget will
go toward achieving full compliance
with the Americans with Disabilities
Act. which requires buildings to be
fully handic.1pped-acce~sible and fire
safety codt.> compliance. An elevator,
entrance r<1mps, revamped fire alarm
~y!>tem .md fire escapes will all be part
of tl1e renovation budget.
The fmal one-third of the budget will
be applied to renovations on the first
lloor, p<Hticularly to the classroom
p1u-tinn. A seminar room for graduate

students is planned, along with a
reworking of the student lounge. In
addition, Riley said the ceiling of the
entrance will be lifted, cmd likely will
be vaulted.
New classroom equipment is one of
the things not covered in the budget,
which is already taxed to include
everything the infrastructure requires .
Brookhiser, though, is not daunted by
this.
"Equipment is rarely covered in
these type:- of grants, and we can likely get another to cover it," she said. :
"Our main concern is the building, and II
we hope it to be a first class facility." •l

'
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:Why students do it and how profeSsors fight it.
I

Professors find
ways to beat it

Students find
ways to cheat
student's answers," he said.
"There's a girl that sits beside
STAFF WRITER
me. When she gets done with
At every university in the her test, she gives it to me
nation, some students heed and I copy it. 1 copy everytheir professors' warnings thing off of her- tests, homeand opt not to cheat. Others work, whatever.
understand the consequences
"l try to be as smooth as
of cheating, but do not let it possible so I don't get
stop them from peeking at caught," he said.
another stud~nt's test, downFor some students, cheatloading papers from the ing is a way of life and a way
Internet or copying home- to stay ahead. Other students
work.
disagree, saying it will only
Murray State is no differhurt students in the long run.
ent. A freshman education
Samantha Bailey, treshmc:m
major, who did not give her from Waverly, Tenn., said
name, said she cheats.
she is morally opposed to
"I sometimes cheat on cheating.
quizzes," she said. "I'll look
"I think it's wrong," she
over at someone else's paper
said. "People aren't learning
and copy their answers."
anything from cheating."
She said ~;he cheats out of
Bailey said she thinks not
pure laziness and not wantdocumenting an Internet
ing to study.
source is also cheating.
"I don't do it all of the time,
"I always make sure I have
just when the need arises,"
everything
documented,"
she said.
Another freshman, who is she said.
a physical education major,
Russell Stray, freshman
said he also cheats. '
,., from Hickman, said hg has
"I'm here to play football," not felt the need to cheat.
he said. " I cheat because I
"I haven't been challenged
need the grade."
enough yet," Stray said. "I'm
He is ineligible to play too busy with studying and
until his grades come up.
other activities. It's not my
"I cheat by using another thing right now."

BY TARA SHELBY

BY RACHEl KIRK

COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Cheating has always
been a problem on college
campuses.
According to a poll conducted by "U.S. News,"
eighty-four percent of college students said they
believe they have to cheat
in order to get ahead in
the world today, and 90
percent of college students said cheaters never
pay the price, Also, 90
percent said they do not
turn in student they see
cheating.
Margie Boldt, assistant
professor of accounting,
said she has had problems
with cheaters in the past.
She said she used to
assign a book review on a
book titled, "The Goal,''
but stopped because so
many students took information off the Internet.
"Maybe that's not the
best way (to stop the
cheaters), but it worked,"
Boldt said.
Another difficult to
catch problem she has
experienced is students
copying computer assignments.
"AJI I can do is a have a
attihope-for-the-best
tude,"Boldt said.

a

Robert Pieroni/The News

Ways students cheat
• Write test answers on hands, arms or desks.
• In math class, type answers, formulas and examples into Tl-85
calculator.
• Use sign language to communicate with others in the class.
• Write answers on the bill of a baseball cap.
• Write essays in advance and switch the blank pages with the prewritten essay during the test.

Source: www.essayworld.com

Boldt s.1id the most
prevalent form of cheating
is students in the morning
class telling students in
the afternoon class what
to expect on a test. This is
also almost impossible to
catch.
"I think one should
keep one's mouth shut,"
Boldt said .
William Payne, professor of economics and
finance, tries to make it
difficult for students to
cheat in his class. He saidhe changes hL<> tests every
year bec,wse he knows
students get copic::. oi the
old ones. And like Boldt,
Payne itlso keeps the
Internet in mind when
making assignments.
"I try to give assignments that are hard to get
over the Internet," Payne
said.
Joel Royalty, professor
of psychology, agree::. it is
partly the responsibility of
the professor to stop students from cheating. He
reduces cheating
by
changing his exams every
year, and never lets students keep the old exams.
" Every time I give a test
I give four different versions," Royalty said. "And
I tell them before the test if
they cheat they will fail."

. Cafeteria worker celebrates 50th birthday
BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COLlEGE l!Ff EDITOR

Camaraderie and chicken strips are his spl?·
ciality.
Glen Edwards, a cook in Winslow Dining
[ lall, wi11 turn 50 Saturday and his co-workers
won't let him forget it.
"He's getting so old and feeble that the other
cooks have to carry him, and work some of his
load," Red Overby, beveruge worker, said, jokingly.
Overby also said he has invested in a bottle
of Viagra for Edwards' upcoming birthday.
Edwards takes his .:~ge with a light heart.
11
Jt's better to be 50 than to not see it at all,"
hesaid. ·
Age isn't the only thing Edwards' co-workers like to tease him about. They call him a
tightwad, and tease him about being an avid

NASCARfan.
Edwards grew up in the nearby town of
"Glen really likes Dale Earnhart," Mike Kirksey, and worked as a butcher before comVance, Edwards' ·supervisor, said.
ing to work at Winslow 15 years ago.
Edwards, who claims to be a fan of Terry
''He's got two brothers, and they're real nice
Labonte, begs to differ.
guys," Overby said. "I don't know what hap"Earnhart needs to blow an engine every pent.'<i to him."
race," Edwards said.
Although Edwards' co-workers enjoy pickIn the NASCAR off-season, Edward::. said he ing on him, they say he is an outstanding man.
enjoys watching football and basketball.
"He's got a heart of gold," Sherry Skinner,
Lisa Jones, butcher, fondly tells a story about cashier, said .
Edwards.
Vance agreed.
''Glen likes to pick on Martha, a cook," she
"Glen is one of the first to help out if he's
said. "There's a little space between the food needed," Vance said.
warmer and the wall where a cook can stick her
Edwards said his co-workers wiU enjoy some
head out and check on the food line."
payback for all the hoopla they have made over
"Glen said that if Martha could go through,
his birthd~v.
so could he," she said. "He tried to go through
"Anyone looking for a job in the kitchen
and got stuck. His arms wer~ flapping and he should apply at Winslow on Friday morning,"
was hollering 'Help!' It took three guys to puJI Edwards said, laughing. "There will be a lot of
him out."
openings."

Melissa Stoneberger/ The News

Glen Edwards, cook, will celebrate his 50th birthday on
Friday.

Cafeteria computers allow students to check meal plan, e-mail
BY PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Two computers at Winslow
Dining Hall offer a convenient
way for students to check their em.lil accounts and the status of
their meal plans.
• Although the computers have
lx>en in Winslow since the last
half of the fall semester, they
have only been online for about a

month. They are located on the
end of the dining room closest to
Fast Track.
"It's something where students can save a few minutes,"
Director of Food SerYices Bill
Benriter said.
Functions available to students
include sending and receiving email
from
Murray State
accounts, and how many meals
they have remaining for the

week and how much money is
available in their declining balance accounts.
joanna Conklin, sophomore
from Elizabethtown, said she
feels it is just as easy to check the
amount remaining on a declin·
ing balance account or meal plan
upon scanning her card at the
cafeteria entrance as it would be
to sit down at one of the new
computers and do the same

I

thing.
Other students saw benefits to
the new computers, too.
"It's pretty convenient to have
it right there," Scott Grant, freshman from Owensboro, said .
Although Grant has not yet
used the computers, he said he
thinks the computers could be
useful, especially for students to
check the amount of money they
have left in their declining bat-

ance accounts.
The location of the computers
could have an impact on the frequency of their use, however.
"Usually, when you go to
Winslow, most people aren't
thinking about checking their
accounts and things," Tracy Fulton, freshman from Louisville,
said. "Everywhere else, it would
probably be all right."
Benriter said adding more

computers to Winslow or other
locations on campus would
depend on the number of students who usc the computers.
"We might place the same setup in the T-Room if this works,"
Benriter said.
Lack of student awareness is
one factor th.1t hinders the usefu lness of the computers.
Grant said, "I just didn't know
where they were."
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• VITA-Income
tax
assistance,
Business Building
Room 353, noon
to4 p.m.
• Cinema
International"Maborosi,"
Curris
Center
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
• Concert- Wind
Ensemble, Lovett
Auditorium,
8
p .m.
• National Trio
Day- Adventures'
in Math and
Science program,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
TRIO Complex.

• Cinema
lnternational"Maborosi,"
Curris
Center
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

• Sunday
SchoolChi Alpha, Hart
College, 10:15 to
!0:45a.m.

• Bible studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p .m.

• Concert- Quad
State
Middle
School
Chora,l
Festival, Lovett
Auditorium, 6:30
p.m.

• Financial aidPriority
filing
date for summer
financial
aid.
Phone 762-2546
for more
information.

• Cinema
lnt e r nat ional "The Dreamlife
of Angels,"
Curris
Center
Theatre, 7:30p.m.

• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

• Career
Fair -Cunis Center Ballroom, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.

• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellows h ip
house, 7 p.m.

'Screain 3' soundtrack a lot of hype

•Concert- "Soul
Wind
Belly"
Ensemble Benefit
concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p.m.

Top
Albums
1. Dr. Dre-

BY K YLE SHADOAN

Music
Review

STAfF WRITER

Album:
"Scream 3"
soundtrack
Grade: Dt
Comments:
"Overall, the
entire '&ream
3' soundtrack
seems to be one
big advertising
'scream' for
money by
Creed and all of
the band's
friends."

" It' s all about the Benjamins, baby!" It's a cry
heard often from multi-million dollar rap stars, but this
time it's not coming from
Puffy and friends . It's coming
from the "Scream 3" soundtrack.
With the executive soundtrack producing done by the
band Creed, the cry for the
dough seems to be a very
angry one. Creed seems to
have employed all of its
hardcore friends to create the
majority of this soundtrack
not from new, original songs,
but from songs on the bands'
current albums.
Several of the bands in this
marketing ploy are Slipknot,
System of a Down, Sevendust, Godsmack, Coal Chamber, Static-X, Incubus, Dope,
Fuel, Powerman 5000, Orgy,
Staind and Full Devil Jacket.
Some of the new, original

songs that were done for the have devised a sound that
soundtrack are ''So Real" by differed from the rest of these
Static-X, "Crowded Elevator" cloned bands. They are "Spiby Incubus, "Get On, Get ders" by System of a Down,
Off" by Powerman 5000 and "Suffocate" by Finger Eleven,
the second Creed song on the "Crowded Elevator" by
album, titled "Is This the Incubus and "Wait and
End."
Bleed" by Slipknot.
Even with these new songs
These songs featured lyrics
the soundtrack is rather that were a little more interbland . Bands like Creed, esting than the rest and had
American Pearl, Sevendust, music that was a little less
Godsmack, Coal Chamber, repetitive.
Static-X, Dope, Fuel, PowerThese songs are the only
man 5000, Full Devil Jacket things that saved the soundand Orgy provide no variety track from being completely
whatsoever.
horrible and gave it a little
It seems like all of these variety.
But the marketing ploy
bands are a clone from some
prototype mother band, but behind the soundtrack, as
each one has a slightly differ- well as the movies, is horrendous. The CD booklet is full
ent genetic mishap.
Each song from these of ads for each band, showcloned bands begins to sound ing pictures of their current
the same. The lead singer's albums, plus an ad for a
growling vocals are covered sweepstakes you can enter to
by
the blaring grind of the see either Creed, Godsmack,
I
I
same couple of guitars cords Finger Eleven or Sevendust
over and over.
in concert.
There are a few songs that
The Scream movies aren't

"Chronic 2001"
2. Macy Gray"On How Life
Is"
3. Santana"Supernatural"
4. Trick Daddy"Book of
Things"
S. Eve - "Ruff
Ryder's First
Lady

Source: Sunset
Boulevard
Music and
Terrapin
Station'"

Mark Droescher

The •scream 3' soundtrack, rides on the tide of the other
"Scream" movies popularity.
exactly complex pieces of
artistic work that deserve an
awesome soundtrack anyway. Not to mention that
Neve Campbell didn't even
die in this one when she
should have. So the soundtrack seems to be rather fit-

ting for this movie.
Aside from it just being a
collection of lame cloned
bands, overall the entire
"Scream 3" soundtrack seems
to be one big advertising
"scream" for mo ney by Creed
and all of the band's friends.
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Spring Career Fair offers opportunities
for graduating seniors, undergraduates
BY SCOTT G IBSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Spring Career Fair, Sponsored by Career Services, will be
held Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
The Career Fair is an opportunity for students to meet informally with recruiters from more
than 70 businesses. Students can
give recruiters resumes, ask
about jobs offers and find out
what jobs are available.
"The goal of Career Services is
to make ::;tudents aware that
there is a process involved in
getting a job," Gina Winchester,
assistant directorI cooperative
education coordinator of Career
Services, said "If you wait until
you walk across that stage and
get that diploma to start that
process, you're looking at three

to six months of unemployment."
The Career Fair is not only for
students graduating in May.
"It's also a good opportunity
for undergraduates because a
lot of the companies that are
here recruiting for full-time also
have internships and co-ops
that they will hire for the summer or for a semester," Winchester said.
Although the Career Fair is an
informal meehng, Winchester
encourages students to dress as
they would for a job interview.
"We'd like to make a good
impression so these people will
come back year after year,"
Winchester said.
Marlo Rhodes, Career Services specialist, said students
should talk to as many
recruiters as possible. The com·
pany the recruiter represents

may have other job openings in
departments people do not
know about.
"They're not necessarily
recruiting for the field that their
company represents," Rhodes
said. "I have had students come
up and say that a recruiter has
taken their resume and given it
to the person in their department."
The Kentucky Personnel Cabinet is one of the companies that
will be represented at the
Career Fair. Students can interview for a state government job.
Testing, depending on the student's area of interest, is also
involved in the interview
process.
Said Winchester: "Students
can interview and take the test
here in Murray instead of traveling back and forth to Frankfort."
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Working mother receives
help from community members
BY TARA SHELBY
COUEGE lifE EDITOR

Uelivia Johnson and her 2-year-old daughter
Aleja celebrated a very merry Christmas this year
with the help of the Murray community.
After an article in the Oct. 21 edition of "The
Murray State News" told of the struggles Johnson faced as a single mother, student and welfare
recipient, many community members bought the
Johnsons' clothes, toys, shoes and books for
Christmas.
"AJeja had a wonderful Christmas," johnson
Ry.Jn Brooks/The New~
said. "I really appreciated it. It made her day."
She said they had so many gifts they celebrat- Murray State student Ueli\·ia Johnson fastens
ed Christmas twice, once with Uelivia's godp.u- her daughter Aleja Into her car seat.
isn't for you. It's for Aleja.' So I put my pride
ents in Tennessee, and again at home.
aside."
Johnson said she was surprised at fir::;t when
johnson said many students and professors
people began calling her about the artide and
offered to help. At first, she turned them away would come up to her and say they admired her
because she was uncomfortable accepting the strength, but she s.1id she does not feel as though
she's doing anything unusual.
gifts. But the offers kept coming.
"Yuu m.1ke it when you have to," Johnson said.
"I called my mother and asked her what 1
should do," Johnson said. "She told me, 'This "Everybody struggles, not just me."

Professional pool cue to be grand prize for pool tournament
us and g.we it to us for free.''
Tindell said a television crew and a radjo station will also be at the
STAff WRITER
tournament to get some footage. lie is expeLling a large turn-out for
The eight ball stan ds alone among the rest of the multi-colored the contest.
"We're shooting for about 150 people," he said. "We figured they
balls arrayed on the pool table. This eight ball, however, holds rriore
would
take a shtll nt tht~ prize with a $2 entry fcc."
value than all the previous ones from the past. n holds the key to
Clark
College Faculty Head Ste\'e Horwood said he hopes the
winning a $400 professional pool cue.
tournament
will help bring the campus do!'cr together.
Clark College will host a pool tournament at the Curris Center
"It's
really
beyond our college," he said. "The tournament is for all
Game Room on March 4 and 5. The entrance fee is $2. Registration
students
at
Murray
State University. It's for both commuters and all
will be a t 10 a.m. and the actual tournament will begin at noon Satthe residential college~."
urday and 1 p.m. Sunday.
The pool club will be bent>ticial to its members, Tindell said. MemDavid Tindell, freshman from Calvert City, is the mastermind'
bership
would include a 30 percent discount at Break Time Billiards
behind the tournament. Tindell, a pool enthusiast, said he wants to
and
members
would also be abl~ to shoot pool at night at the Curris
use the event as a vehicle to begin a pool club.
Center
for
$1.
"The tournament is to start a Murray State pool club on campus."
Horwood said he believes the pool dub would be beneficial to
he said. "I got the idea from a lot of students that were interested in
Murray
students.
one."
"The
pool
club will give students to do something on the weekend
The grand prize for the tournament is a $400 professional pool cue
and
use
the
Curris
Center, which t::; a mJgnaficent building," he said.
and a $50 hard case.
Tindell
will
officiate
at the tournament and CJark College wiU pro-:W
"Mr. {Jim) Baurer from the Curris Center was kind enough to
vide
refreshments
for
the
plo1yers .1nd spect.J tors.
~
sponsor the event," Tindell said. "He also ordered the pool cue for
BY KRISTA MATHENY

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News

Will James Jr., sophomore from Union City, Tenn., practices for
the upcoming pool tournament with his friends .
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Printing Sales Opportunity
As a key member of our team, the ability to
work with existing accounts and develop new
ones is important. A strong working knowledge
of printing processes combined with essential
listening and communication skills turns
individual projects for customers into long term
relationships with clients.
We offer a wide range of capabilities for our
customers from design to delivery, single color to
4 color process, Agfa imagesetter to Heidelberg
25". More importantly, a "can do'' attitude for
customer needs. Performance, marketing, and
value are expected goals.
Innovative is a ten year old, locally owned
company, able to offer our employees a generous
compensation package including: competitive
wages, paid vacation and holidays, co-pay health
insurance, a company match retirement savings
plan, and more importantly a terrific working
environment.

Contact Marc Peebles

(I)

l\lletropolltan Community Church
of Paducah
P .O. B ox '1 88
Paducah, KY 4 2002

-

M
ootlno Rev.L. F
! f Paot~u~~~ ~~:,'~~ga
a to

626-B B r oadway
(Behind Curtis
May's S t udio)

S.rvlc. .:
sund•y 11:00 A.M.
Wed. 7 : 00P.M.

4 :30·Bp.m.
(270) 443·3339
(270) 753-636'1

CELLTOUCH,

lnc.

Paging Special

$65.95

CElLULAR • PAGING • INTERNET
AND MOREl

767-91 11
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut Sl)

Includes pager,
actiavtion fee, &

3 months service!

CAU. AIOCIT OUR C£1WUR PHON£ SPECIALS AND OUR
UNUMITD) INTIRNf:T ACCESS FOR fll.9J/MONTH-NO CONTRACTr

JOB FAIR
Murray State University
Curris Center Ball Room, 3rd Floo r
Tuesday, February 29
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
At CARITAS, we don't see health care as just a
job, w e see it as a calling. If you'd like to be part

OuR

of an organization that has a tradition of putting
patient care first, please join us at our job fair.
W e're recruiting med ical professionals to fil l a

EMPLOYEES ARE

variety of positions, full and part time. CARITAS
offers competitive pay, generous ed ucation

HEAVEN SENT.

assistance, free parking and free in-house fitness
fac ilities. Stop by and find o ut mo re.
If you cannot attend please apply at:
CARITAS Medical Center
Human Resources
1850 Bluegrass Avenue, louisville, KY 40215
502-361-6717, Fax: 502-361-6770

t

CATIIOl.IC lllAll H
IN IllATIVE S

INNOVA11VE PRINTING & GRAPHICS
1623 SR 121 N.

-

753-8802
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Contest rewards messy rooms
BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LifE EOfTOR

ll

Student band Pub 128 posts
new songs on the internet
BY KYLE SHADOAN

Slobs of the world, unite!
Apartments.com, a national online
apartment guide, has kicked off the
search for the messiest college apartment in the United States. The organization will award $ 10,000 for rent and
a complete apartment cleaning to the
student who can wade through his
mess to take a picture of the room and
dig out his computer to write a 2Soword essay to answer the question
"Why is your apartment the messiest
college apartment in the U.S.?"
So, how do Murray State students
think they would do in a contest like
this?
"My room was so bad people broke
in to clean it while my roommate and I
were gone for the weekend," Adam
Smith, junior from Russelville, said.
Smith said he also has trouble finding things in his room.
"Not to say that the room is messy,
but after we shoveled through the
mess, we found a small child," he said .
Hillary Dew, freshman from Kevil,
agreed with Smith.
"Adam's room is the messiest I've

STAff WRITER

Laurel De,lton/Tile News

If your mess is the best 9 perhaps )OU could qualify for Apartments.com's
messiest college apartment contest.
ever seen," ~he said.
Bob Orr, contest coordinator and
resident blob, said most of the webmasters at Apartments.com are recent
college graduate!>.
"College is really the last time you
can get away with living in a di.sgusting ~ pit, and we want to reward stu·
dents who are dedicated to their

homework instead of housework," Orr
said.
Contest entries are due March 18.
Mail-in entry forms are available at
ww w .a pa rt.men ts. com I mess ycontest.htm. The three finalists will be featured on tht.~ site with the grand prize
winning ap.1rtment featured online in
a virtudl tour

Watch out Prodigy, Chemical Broth·
ers, Moby and Fat Boy Slim. Here comes
Pub128.
A local Murray group has hit the
music scene, but no one will see them
grinding on MTV. They ha\'e spread
their wings on the World Wide Web.
Posted at www.mp3.com/pub128/ is
one song by the band Pub128 titled
"Skanks." A second song, "Pikovision,"
by band member Pavel Ohnoutb,
sophomore from the Czech Republic, is
also on the site.
Ohnoutku said the beats and the mix·
ing with the lyrics are all done on the
computer.
The
Pub128
web
page
at
www.mp3.com lists the artists' history
as starting with a trip to Mac's liquor
stand in the old Metro. After a couple of
40s of Colt 45 and one-half gallon of
Stoli, the rhythm and rhyme began to
flow.
"The rest of our album is in production," Zabenco said. " 'Skanks' is just a
sample of what's to come."

The song "Skanks" fits in the category
of hardcore rap more than the
techno/dance song "Pikovision" by
Ohnoutka.
Each member of Pub128 has gathered
inspiration for the song "Shanks" from
very distinct influences.
"From boring coUege life," Ohnoutk.1
said.
Tad Anderson, freshman from Mayfield, has several different reasons.
"All my ex-girlfriends," he said.
Zabt!nco said his inspiration comes
"from inebriated influences."
All of the band members in Pub 128
play important roles in the production of
the songs.
"I take care of the officiJI business <md
I do backup vocals," Zabenco said.
Anderson writes the rhythms.
Ohnoutka also has several others
songs of his own, Zabcnco ::;aid.
"Pavel already has about 10 songs of
the house music style," Zabenco said.
"These are not on the Web because this
style is not very popular in this area."
Said Zabenco: "When there is not
much to do, the creative talents flow Jt
MSU."

Student group 'The Village Idiots' to air skits on MSU-TV 11
BY K YLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

A new group at Murray State
w ill soon provide the campus
television station with some
comic relief.
MSU-TV 11 gave a group of
students known as "The Village
Idiots" a 30-minute spot to air
several skilc; they have written,
produced,
performed
and

filmed.
"Right now, at this point, we
will definitely be airing one
episode," Randall Majors, fresh·
man from Union County, said.
''After that point we have no
idea."
Skits they are working on
include "MaxHell f louse/' "Son
of ,the Devil," "1 Ilave a Psycho
Roommate," "N.11i Party uf
Five'' and "Bane of the Boy

&TREET MU!iiC
312 Main Street

Guitars. AmPs. Strinfls. Picks. etc.
Hours: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday- Friday
o~ m. - 3 p .m. Soturday

Bands." The Village Idiots are
unsure of the date the show will
air.
"Right after Spring Break is
when we're shi')Oting for,"
Majors said.
The :.how b co-produced by
Majors and Joe Pence, senior
from Hopkinsville.
"Joe is more in charge of the
technical side .1nd I'm more in
charge of the artistic side,"

Majors said.
Both roles have numerous
ta~ks, Pence nnd Majors said.
"B,1sically, I'm the person who
orgnnizes everything," Majors
said. "! look at the scripts to see
if they're funny enough to do
and l help Joe with setting up the
c.1mera angles.
Pence applies this experience
to "The Village Idiots" by filling
the role of technical director.

"I'm in charge of checking the
film and making sure it is all
right. I'm in charge of editing the
film as well, "Pence said.
The skits for the show were
by Murray State students,
Majors said.
"Most of them are written by
Brandon Smith (freshman from
Louisville), Krista Matheny,
(freshman from Florence), John
Gibson
(sophomore
from

Robards) and Josh Kitchen,
(freshman from Henderson),'' •
Majors said.
The other members of The Vii·
!age Idiots are Aaron Dixon,
freshman Owensboro, Chri~
Schweizer, freshman from Hopkinsville, Jess Adkins, freshman
from Rorence, Loree Stark,
freshman from Paducah and
Levi Burkctte, frl!shman fro~
S.'llem.m.

}Vlrs. finn
Psychic neader
& Advisor
trells past, present <K
future and answ"-s all
questions
~6 "i-OSOB
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Olympic Cj)laza

The sisters of Si!!ma Si!!ma Si!!ma
would like to ProudlY announce
their newest members:

Catherine Austin
Kacey Condict
AshleY Crook
Sonja Miller
Brittany PaYne
Laura Pendleton
KristY ProPer
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Aubrey· Reese steals
show on Se._ior Day
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Ryan

Brook~The

News

Aubrey Reese, senior from Auburn, Ala., draws his defender into the air during the Racers' 8065 win Saturday at Senior Day over Morehead State at the Regional Special Events Center.

On Senior Day, a day to honor the
Murray State senior basketba11 players,
one moved a step closer to claiming the
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Year award, point guard Aubrey Reese.
Reese, senior from Auburn, Ala., led
the . Racers with 23 points, six assists,
three rebounds and three steals in the
Racers' (20-7, 13-3 OVC) 80-65 victory
over the Morehead State Eagles (9-16, 412 OVC) on Saturday at the Regional
Special Events Center to clinch a share
of the OVC regular-season title.
Reese scored 20 of his points in the
first half, as the Racers took a 20-point
lead into the second half.
Morehead State Head Coach Kyle
Macy was very impressed with Reese's
performance Saturday.
"He's the OVC Player of the Year in
my book," Macy said. "He's a confident
player already to begin with, and hitting those first few shots only gave him
more."
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson
agreed with Macy.
"Reese was as hot as a firecracker
today," Anderson said. "He kind of put
the game in perspective for us on our
behalf, hitting those three or four shots
at the beginning of the game."
The Racers fought off a comeback in
the middle of the second half by Morehead when it went on a 10-0 run before
the third media timeout to claim the
victory.
The Racers had a balanced attack Saturday, with only one other Racer in
double figures in points.
Ray Cunningham, junior guard from
Louisville, had 15 points and nine
rebounds in 27 minutes of play.
Mike Turner, senior center from

Nashville, Tenn., and Isaac Spencer,
senior forward from Montgomery, Ala.,
each contributed nine points for the
Racers.
Morehead was led by Brett Bohanan
with 18 points, Jeremy Webb with 17
points and Travis Williams and Greg
Hendricks each with 10 points.
Murray-native Brad Cleaver struggled, shooting 2-for-8 from the field and
1-for-5 from the free throw line for five
points.
With the Racers' win, Turner and
Aaron Page, senior guard from Austin;
Texas, became the only four-year letter
winners in Racer history to play on four
20-win teams and four regular-season
OVC championship teams.
It is also the first time in school history for the Racers to win 20 games for
four consecutive years and the OVC
regular-season title for four consecutive
years.
Saturday's win also gave MSU its
20th 20-win season in school history.
Freshman forward Chris Shumate of
Louisville, who was named the OVC
Rookie of the Week, said the play of the
Racer bench in the last few games will
be a key for the upcoming OVC Tournament.
"We're keeping the starters fresh a little more now than we did earlier in the
season," Shumate said. "It's important
coming this late in the season, for them
to have fresh legs."
The Racers are on the road for the last
two regular-season games of the season, last night vs. Middle Tennessee
State and Saturday vs. Tennessee Tech.
With a win in either game, the Racers
will clinch the No. 1 seed for the OVC
Tournament. The Racers' first round
OVC game will be at RSEC on Tuesday
at 7:30p.m.

Murray State 80
Morehead 65
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 20.7 ( 13·3
OVC), MOREHEAD
STATE 9·16

(4·12

OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
AUBREY REESE: 23
POINTS, Sill ASSISTS,
THREE REBOUNDS AND
THREE STEAlS.
COMMENTS: "HE'S
THE OHIO VAllEY
CONFERENCE PLAYER
OF THE YEAR IN MY
BOOK. N -MOREHEAD
STATE HEAD COACH
KYLE MACY ON THE
PLAY OF AUBREY
REESE THIS SEASON.

Morehead State spoils
Audrey Nelson dismissed
Senior Day for Lady Racers from MSU volleyball team

Murray State73
Morehead 82
RECORDS: MuRRAY
STATE 13-12 (I 1-5
OVC), MOREHEAD
S TATE 2-23 (I -15)

OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
HEATHER BATES, 21
POINTS, 12
REBOUNDS, FOUR
ASSISTS AND THREE
STEAlS.
, COMMENTS: "We
• JUST DIDN'T SHOW UP
~TO PlAY TODAY,"·
t

lADY RACER HEAD
~ COACH EDDIE FIELDS
• ON THE lADY RAC·
, ERS' PERFORMANCE
: SATURDAY.

•

•
••'

.
~

3:03 left in the game.
After that it all began to fall apart for
After clinching a first-round Ohio the Lady Racers as Naomi Bronson and
Valley Conference Tournament game Michelle Clemons helped Morehea
on Feb. 17, the Lady Racers were upset State pull away.
by last place Morehead State 82-73 on
Lady Racers Gadson, Preston, Liz
Saturday.
Stansberry, junior from Bargersville,
Lady Racer freshmen Khadija Head Ind., and Bates all fouled out in the folof Atlanta and Shannon Preston of lowing three minutes as the Lady RaeMemphis, Tenn. led the Lady Racers ers fell to Morehead, 82-73.
throughout the rest of the half, giving
"We had a few problems with getting
·
b k
the Lady Racers a one-point advantage, rc bound s and convertmg as ets on
36-35.
turnovers," Coach Eddie Fields said.
"We had some trouble shooting in "We just didn't show up to play
the first half," Heather Bates, senior today."
guard from Connersville, Ind. said.
Bates finished the game with 21
"We had a strong showing from our points and 12 rebounds. Tackett finfreshmen though."
ished with 13 points, 13 rebounds and
Morehead was up 48-42 early in the thrt.>e steals.
second half, before Bates, sophomore
Toward the end of the game, many
Susan Tackett of Bidwell, Ohio and Pre- fans began to use obscene language at
ston led the Lady Racers back and tied =~:.:nany referred to as "horrible refthe game at 55 with 11:09 left in the
game.
The refs did make many questionable
Tackett and Monika Gadson, junior calls, which incited the RSEC crowd
from Birmingham, Ala. helped the into a near frenzy at points.
Lady Racers take the lead and pull
The Lady Racers now look to finish
away by five, 62-57, with 8:331eft in the out the season against MTSU and Tennessee Tech before returning home to
game.
The Lady Eagles managed to pull face an undetermined team in the first
back together and start a comeback, round of the OVC Tournament Tueseventually tying the score at 69 with day at 5:30p.m..
BY J OE DAN DACUS

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

officiall{. re~eased fro~ the MS~ wornen's vo ey all team t ·s week or violating team rules.
"We had a player who broke team
rules and the disciplinary action that
followed was she was released from
the team," Volleyball Coach David
Schwepker said.
Because of player-coach confidentiality, the specific team rules that Nelson broke were not released.

not the player needs to remain on the
team."
Nelson was not without an opinion
on her release.
"A situation was put on Dave to
make a decision for the good of the
team," Nelson said. "If that's his decision, then so be it."
Nelson was one of the leading scorers for the Racer volleyball team the
last two seasons. She had 350 kills in
her first season and was a member of
the All-OVC Newcomer Team her
freshman year.
Nelson averaged 3 .11 kills per game
as well as 3.5 defensive digs per game
last season.
She also lead the team in service aces
with over 30 last season. She ranked
third on the team for number of kills
last season as well.

Athletics department officials only
said they support the decision
Schwepker made.
"We let the coaches run their own
programs here," Athletic Director E.W.
Dennison said. "If the player in question cannot follow team policy, then it
is up to the coach to decide whether or

She was predicted by many to be
even more of a standout in her junior
and senior seasons.
With the release of Nelson, all eyes
will be on Coach Schwepker and the
team to see how well they can cope
after losing four seniors last season, as
well as one of their younger standouts.

BY JOE DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EorroR

Volleyball fans across campus and in
the community were surprised this
week with the team's release of one of
its most prominent players, sophomore Audrey Nelson.
Ne1son, sop h omore outside h itter
from Colorado Springs, Colo., was

AUDREY N ELSON
Colorado
Springs. Colo.

sophomort~,

" IF THAT'S HIS
(MSU VoLLEYBAll HEAD
COACH DAVID
SCHWEPKER)
DECISION, THEN

SO BE IT.

u

.

!Women's softball needed to complete women's sports at MSU
~~ Sports Talk

•

~

'

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"I

WOULD GET

TO COVER A
WOMEN'S SPORT
REGULARLY

AGAIN.u

As I was sitting in "The Murray
State News" office at 11 p.m. Tucsday, I was struggling to find a topic
to write the sports column on.
When I am perplexed with this
dilemma, I look at the newspaper
with the best college sports columns
in the state, next to ours, "The College Heights Herald" at Western
Kentucky University.
Once again, "The Herald" did not
disappoint me when I picked up the
Feb. )7 issue and saw a front-page
profile story about the new women's
softball team at Western.
Now, if you're a follower of my
sport~ columns (come on, I know

there's one of you out there), you
would know I discussed the subject
of a women's softball team at MSU
in the Sept. 18, 1998, issue of "The
News.''
For those who don't know me, I
have a special rapport with baseball
and softball because of my experience playing the sports.
I played eight years of summer
baseball in the Johnson County
Khory League in southern Illinois,
one of those with freshman Thoroughbred Brandon Martin. I also
played four years of baseball at
Goreville High School and played
three seasons of intramural softball

at Murray State, two of those cocoaching the Regents B team.
Since my column ran, an effort to
create an MSU softball team was
undertaken by Intra-Collegiatr
Sports and Recreation Director Auson Epperson.
She started a fast-pitch women's
softball tournament last spring with
the promise a successful turnout
would influence the University to
start a club team during the 19992000 academic year, with the possibility of that team going NCAA the
next year.
~
The cuts in the Intra-Collegiate
Sports and Recreation budget this

year, however, nixed that plan.
sonal reason I would like to see
The question of facilities seems to women's softball, however. I would
have been the major holdup for a 'once again get to cover a women's
women's softball team. My solution sport regularly.
is to hold games at the Murray City
When I became sports editor last
Parks where the softball intramural year, I lost the women's volleyball
games are held. Those fields are and basketball beats to Joe Dan
superior to Reagan Field in the fact Dacus (lucky guy). Hey, l am a 21that they have lights. (Why can't the year-old single guy after all. My
money be allocated for Reagan Field reward for giving up those sports, I
to have lights?)
get first chance of covering all OVC
lf you want to hear my past com- and NCAA Tournaments. Sorry Joe
ments about why softball should be Dan.
a hit at MSU, read the Sept. 18, 1998,
sports column. Back issues are available in the newsroom if you haven't Jason Billin.~sley is tire SIIOrts t•ditor for
hung onto it. I do have one new per- "Tile Murray State News."
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SportiJpt
Ch ris Johnson,
Lindsay Newlin
Chris Johnson
and Undsay
Newlin are in this
week's Racer
SportLight.
johnson, senior
from Metropolis,
liL, is 6-for-24 so
far this season in
the leadoff position for the Thoroughbreds, scorjng two runs and
leading the team
with 6 RBis.
johnson will be
looked on as one
of the leaders of
the Thoroughbreds this season
as he is one of
only five seniors
on this year's
squad.
Newlin, sophomore from
Georgetown, 111.,
had the highest
finish for the
women's track
and field team
Feb. 11 at the
Saluki USA Open
with a second
place finish in the
5,000-meter run
with a time of
18:25.34.

Fastfact
Tuesday was
the 20th anniversary of "The Miracle on Ice" when
the United States
defeated the Soviet. Union in the
semifinals of the
1980 Winter
Olympic hockey
toumam~nt 4-3.
They then
defeated Finland
4~2 to win the
gold medal.
It is still considered one of the

F-. 11
MSU 101

EIWII

Intramural All-Star games
to be held at Racer Arena
The Murray State Intra--Collegiate
Sports and Recreation Office
announced the members of the men's
and women's basketball all-star teams
Tuesday.
The 15 men's all stars are: Paul
Johnson, Jeremy Davis, Burton Gregory, Jeremy Story, Derek Mapes, Aaron
Mansfield, Brad Hobgood, Kenny
Shields, Terrell Black, Gary Wheeler,
Sean Stonecipher, Micheal Cansler,
David Green, Casey Homra and Mark
Hiltilbridal.
The 15 women's all stars are: Willie
Mae Lindsey, Jessica Daughtry, Sara
Higdon, Sara Williams, Stacey Holmes,
Natalie Beavins, La trice Cole, Casey
Bunting, Chanta Anderson, Becky
Green, Crissy Stubblefield, Emily
Lanier, Jennifer Benedetti, Kim Barber
and Heather Hill.
Each team will split up to play an
intrasquad game Wednesday at Racer
Arena, with the women's game starting at 7 p.m. and the men's game at 8
p.m.

Chris Shumate named OVC
Rookie of the Week
Chris Shumate, freshman from
Louisville, was named the Ohio Valley
Conference Rookie of the Week for the
week ending Feb. 21.

Shumate averaged 11.5 points and 2.5
rebounds in the Racers' conference
home wins against Eastern Kentucky
and Moreh~ad State.
Shumate went 7-of-9 from the floor
and scored a career-high 17 points in 16
minutes vs. E:KU and he contributed six
points and three steals in 10 minutes
against Morehead. He shot 69.2 percent
from the field for the week.

'Breds win first game, come
home for 12-game homestand
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
picked up their first win of the season
with an 8-3 win at Arkansas-Little Rock
Wednesday afternoon.
junior catch~r Nathan Taylor of Paducah led the 'Breds with a 3-for-4 day,
scoring two runs and picking up a double. Senior shortstop Chris Johnson of
Metropolis, Ill., was 2-for-5 with four
RBis. Garner Byars, freshman center
fielder from Lousiville, went 1-for-4
with two runs scored and three RBis.
Junior lefty Preston Hesley of Paducah got the win, allowing three runs on
two hits, striking out three and walking
four in ,5-2/3 innings. Junior right
handed pitcher John David Poynor of
Murray got the save, allowing no runs
on two hits, striking out five and walking two in 3-2/3 innings.
Murray State returns home this
weekend for the start of a 12-game

Men's Basketball Men's Basketball
Standings
Schedule
ovc
MSU
13-3
SEMO
12-4
TIU
10-6
APSU
10-7
EIU
9-7
MTSU
8-8
UT-Martin 7-9
6-11
TSU
Morehead 4-12

EKU

...

2-14

Overall
20-7

19-6
15-10

ftb. 26
S<outlwJ>I Mrnoun atlll»t."n Kt-n·
ttoc~y;ll5pm.
~tt·m llhnul• at Me>n'h<Ad sw~ 1
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Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
TIU
MTSU
MSU
UT-Martin
EKU
APSU
SEMO
TSU
EIU

15-1
11-5

ll·S
10-6

20-7
15-10
13-12
11-14

8·8
8-9

12-14

6-10
6·11

5·11

Morehead 1-15
I I

11-14

10-15
8-17

homestand, starting with a doubleheader against Bradley University on
Saturday at noon. The 'Breds will play
Bradley again at 1 p.m. Sunday, then
face Western Kentucky Tuesday at 2
p.m. and then face Southern Illinois on
Wednesday at 1 p.m.
The 'Breds will also have a threegame series with Indiana University on
March 4 and 5 and St. Louis University
March 10 and 11 and one game vs.
Freed-Hardeman University on March
7.

Campus groups needed for
spirit competition next year
The Murray State athletic department
announced Wednesday the continuation of the pride contest at Murray State
home basketball games next year.
The final spirit contest will be
between the defending champion,
Alpha Sigma Phi social fraternity,
against Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity
Tuesday during the two first-round
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
games at the Regional Special Events
Center.
The winner of the contest will keep
the trophy and be invited back for the
first home basketball game next season.
Any campus group that would like to
be in the competition next year should
phone Lori Rowlett at the athletic office
at 762·6800.

Women's Basketball
Schedule
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MSU rifle team loses to West
Virginia by 105 points
The Murray State rifle team lost its
last match before the NCAA Championships to West Virginia this weekend.
West Virginia had an aggregate score
of 6182, lOS points in front of Murray
State's 6077.
MSU was led in the small bore competition by J.T. Hearn, sophomore from
Carrier Mills, IIJ., who had a score of
1143 in smallbore. The leader in the air
rifle part of the meet for Murray State
was Martin Wheeldon, senior from
Eubank, who had a score of 394.
Murray State will compete in the
NCAA Championships March 9 to 11 in
Lexington, Va.

Track to compete in OVC
Championships this weekend
The Murray State indoor tra~k team
will compete this weekend at th~ Ohio
Valley Conference Champion~hips ilt
Middle Tennessee State Univt•rsity in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
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"Sports Briefly" is l'ompiled mdr week by
Jason Billingsley, sports ec1itor.
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greatest upset& in
sports hiStoQ"•
Source: ESPN
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and
Karaoke Night
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Racer seniors attempt 4-for-4 in OVC
Tournament, take final shot at NCAA
Analysis

j ASON
BILLINGSLEY

•,

" THE 3-0 IS
o~ THE

KEY FOR

THE RACERS
THIS SEASON TO
WIN THIS
TOURNAMENT.,,

"·

At first glance, the Murray State Racers
seem to be the obvious choice to be the
champions of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament next weekend. Looks can be
deceiving, however, especially in this
year's tournament.
For the Racers to win this year's tournament, they will have to defeat Tennessee
State, Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee
State or Eastern Illinois and Southeast
Missouri State. Each of these teams has
either beaten the Racers or taken them to
the wire earlier this season.
Tennessee State is a streaky outside
shooting team that has proven this season
it can beat anybody In a three-day span
earlier this month, TSU defeated both the
Racers and SEMO at home in consecutive
games to bring TSU up from last in the
conference to eighth.
TSU, however, did not prove it could
beat the Racers at RSEC on Feb. 8, which it
will have to do to pull the biggest upset of
the tournament. The Racers will defeat
TSU and move on to the second round at
Nashville, where their opponent is pretty
much a toss up.
There are three teams that could meet
the Racers in the second round: Austin
Peay, Eastern lllinois and Middle Tennessee State. Each of these squads has had
some success against the Racers this year,
either winning a game or taking the Rae-

ers to the wire. Whoever the second round
opponent is, the Racers will have a ball
game on their hands.
[ believe the Racers will advance to Sunday's championship to face their biggest
rival, the Indians of SEMO.
The Racers and SEMO ended each other's home--winning streaks this season at
47 and 15 respectively. From ESPN to the
OVC Commissioner Don Beebe's office to
all the fans at Murray State and SEMO,
this is the game everyone wants to see.
The OVC this season has been a conference of streaks. Every team has had good
and bad streaks. I am still confident in saying, however, the Racers should win next
week and clinch their fourth-<:onsecutive
NCAA bid for at least one reason, the Racers' secret weapon, the "three..<fefense" or
"3-0".
The "3-0" is the key for the Racers this
season to win this tournament, as the
defense capitalizes on the Racers' athletic
ability while limiting its lack of height.
When the Racers win the OVC Tournament next week, the "3-0" could also be
the ingredient the Racers have been lacking to pull an NCAA first-round upset
over whomever they play. That would
truly be the peak of an interesting, roller
coaster season.

Jason Billingsley is the sports editor for "TheMurray State News."
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Lady Racers' 'Cinderella' season
may end in chance at Big Dance
The Lady Racers put together what
some are calling a "Cinderella" season.
After having below .500 performances
for the last six years, Head Coach Eddie
Fields has brought his team to play in
the big show.
The Lady Racers have captured the
right to play a first-round game of the
OVC Tournament at the Regional Special Events Center this year. The Lady
Racers have not had a winning record in
the last ten years, nor ever hosted a first
round OVC tournament game.
Many are attributing the outstanding
season this year to the leadership of
senior Heather Bates and juniors Monika
Gadson and Liz Stansberry. However,
one can not count out performances
from sophomores Susan Tackett and
Shannon Preston and freshmen Jill Buckman and I<hadija Head. With the mixture of experience and youthful energy,
other teams will have to shut down the
whole Lady Racer squad to be successful.
This is a team that when its players are
hot is unbeatable and when its players
are cold is still a tough challenge. The
Lady Racers have proven themselves to
be the wild card this year. Other teams
are constantly guessing as to how they
will perform at game time.
The OVC women's race seemed like a
sure thing for Tennessee Tech aU season

TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES!
Youth Village is currently
looking for energetic,
committed counselors to
help us carry out our
mission of helping children
and families live
successfully. We will be on
the Murray State University
campus on Tuesday, Feb.
29 for the Spring Career
Fair. If you are interested in
Ieeming more about how
you can help children and
families live successfully,
please talk with one of our
representatives. Bachelor's
and Master's level positions
available. We look forward
to meeting you!

until Middle Tennessee came up with
Analysis
the answers to beat it two weeks ago.
While Tech only has one loss, the question is, have others also learned the trick
to beating TfU?
MTSU is currently on a five-game
winning streak and has tied Murray
State for second in the conference right
now. The only problem for MTSU is the
Lady Racers hilVe already beaten them
once this season. MTSU has not proven
joe DAN
to be consistent either, with its upset
DACUS
play against Tech and its poor play
against lower-ranked teams such as
" THE 'WILD
Eastern Kentucky and UT-Martin.
CARD' lADY
UT-Martin is still in strong contention
RACERS WILL
for the OVC crown. The Lady Sky hawks
are only a game behind MSU and MTSU PULL THE UPSET
and could easily close the gap in the following week. This could be a team to AND TAKE THE
OVC
watch.
Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay are
CROWN.''
neck and neck in the OVC right now.
Eastern has a half-game aCivantage, but
Austin Peay has an easy schedule this
week. This may put APSU in a position
to overtake Eastern in the standings.
It will be a battle to the wire, but the
"Wild Card'' Lady Racers will pull the
upset and take the OVC crown.

foe Dan Dacus is the assistant sports editor
for ''The Murray State News."
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'Breds fall in final game ofhomestand to Indiana State Sycamores?:
BY J ASON B ILLINGSLE Y
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Thoroughbreds went
into the final game of their first homestand Sunday against the Indiana State
Sycamores looking to win their first
game of the senson. It didn't wor!< out
that way, however.
The 'Brt'<is (0·4:) lost to ISU (3-0) 5-4 in
a closely contested pitchers' duel at Reagan Field. Aric LeClair was credited with
the win for the Sycamores while Mike
Scott got the save for ISU. Aaron Russelburg, sophomore from I IawesviUe,
received the loss for the 'Breds.
Indiana State scored three runs in the

top of the fifth inning on four walks, a
sacrifice fly and a single to put the 'Breds
down 4-0, setting up the pivotal sixth
inning.
ISU catcher Tommy Jeffers launched a
deep fly ball to center field that went off
the fence.
'Breds center fielder Byars grabbed the
ball on the first bounce and sent a rope to
Williams for the relay throw.
Williams' relay, how~ver, went high
into the rsu dugout, allowing Jeffers to
advance automatically to home off the
error, the only 'Breds error of the game.
'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke said
the error proved to be the difference in

Murray State started a rally in the bottom of the sixth, w hen Weatherly was
walked to lead off the inning.
Ronnie Seets, freshman second base~
man from Harrisburg, m., started the
inning with a leadoff walk.
After a single, Brad Langdon, senior
third baseman from Leitchfield, doubled
to left field to drive in the ' Breds' firs t run
of the game.
Woody Winchester, sophomore from
Paris, Tenn., drove in the ' Breds' second
run with an RBI groundout.
Byars singled to center field to drive in
the 'Breds' third run and Johnson dou·
bled to pull the 'Breds within one run at

the game.
"l told the d ub when you're scoring
seven or eight runs a game that error
d oesn' t show up and we don't talk about
it," Thieke said . "It's just a matter of fact.
Rig ht now, we' re just not cli~g right
now."
WilJjams said the youth of the 'Breds,
because of the number of graduating
seniors, was a factor in the loss Sunday.
" It's going to take time fo r us to get bette r," Williams said. "These first fo ur
games, we've been in every one of them
and had a chance to win late in them.
Being young and inexperienced is show ing now and we're not going to give up."

54, but it was not enough on Sunday f~t:
an MSU victory.
' .:Thieke said the youth of the ' Breds
squad has been a factor on their offensive
output so far this season.
•
"We'll have some decent offense before.
the year is OVer," he said . II r don' t t~
this club is going to be a team that's go~g;
to score 10 or 11 runs a game this year,
though. It's not that kind of a d ub this ·
year."
~
In late action on Wednesday, the ' Breds
won their fi rst game of the season against
Arknnsas-Little Rock.
For information about that game, check
the "Sports Briefly" section on Page 13. •
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11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Located on 641 S. Puryear, Tennessee

(901) 247-5798
Breakfast Btrrlto

~VERYDAY

99 ~.

Teachers, teacher assistants & resident advisor positions available for Upward
Bound's five week, residential summer program at Murray State University.

• TEACHERS for science, math, English, computers, guidance, French, &
Spanish needed. Bachelor's degree in education & valid secondary teaching
certification preferred but not required. Will consider college students or persons
with other degrees.
• TEACHER ASSISTANTS for science & computers needed. Must be 21 years
of age & have completed two or more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA.
• RESIDENT ADVISORS must be 21 years of age & have completed two or
more years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA. Experience working with high school
age students and excellent documentation and interpersonal skills required for both
positions. Send a cover letter indicating area of interest, resume, & names & phone
numbers of three references to Upward Bound, Murray State University, 7 TRIO
Building, Murray, KY 42071 -3344.

NOW RENTING!
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Cajun Chicken

•

Employment dependent upon grant funding. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
EEO, MJFID, AA employer.
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DETAILS: Officials expect July completion TICKETS: First 500
free for students
of reorganization plan
From Page 1
ing College of Health Sciences and
Human Services.

"I think this is probably the most
exciting thing I've ever done," Blodgett said. "To have this opportunity
to create an academic environment
from scratch is a pretty neat opportunity."
• Jerry Mayes, chair of the department of speech communication and
theatre, which will hi: split under
the reorganization plan, shared
.Blodgett's enthusiasm, as did many
o_Eher department heads.
: "We got what we wanted," Mayes
said. "It was our (the speech departtnent's) desire to be moved into the
new college (the new College of
~l!siness and Public Affairs). It real-

-~MMUNITY:

ly seemed to be a natural fit. We're
very much pleased with the way
reorganization has been handled in
our department."
Faculty are not the only ones concerned with the reorganization
plan. The reorganization will play
havoc with the Student Government Association's April election,
forcing elections from colleges that
are not even fully formed.
SGA President Brandon Kirkham
said a plan is underway and he
hopes for a smooth transition.
"We are currently working on a
move to reorganize the SGA,"
Kirkham said. "It (the reorganization) has left us in a tough position.
We'll elect from the new colleges,
and work on these changes that are
part of the larger organization."

Bill could cost taxpayers

From Page 1
in effect, Kentuckians still have
~ne chance to claim damages from
the state. A person can file a complaint with the Board of Claims,
but the maximum judgment
allowed is$100,000. In 1999, about
two- thirds of the 1,175 daims
b!=ought before the board were
denied and approved claims aver-

aged only $2,758.
The bill has an uphill battle
before it passes. Currently, it is in
the Appropriation and Revenue
Committee, a committee that often
becomes a graveyard for bills.
However, Wayne said the chairman of the committee told him the
bill would get a thorough look.

for our teams and coaches that the students
are there. They feed off of their emotion.
"Some schools go ahead and pass the $4
charge to students," he said. "We thought it
was imperative to eliminate that charge for
our rowdiest fans."
The tickets are good for both the women's
game, which starts at 5:30 p.m., and the
men's game, which starts at 7:30p.m.
Roth said it was important for students to
show up for both games.
"It's critical for the students to be there for
the women's game, especially, because it's
the first time in their history they have hosted a first round game," he said. "(Lldy Race~
Head} Coach Eddie Fields would love to

From Page 1
ment and we wanted to help get all the students to the game that we could. They have
been a big part of our success this year. This
is our way to say thank you to the students
for their support this season."
Assistant Athletic Director Kenny Roth
worked with SGA President Brandon
Kirkham and Coordinator for Student Activities Jeanie Morgan to organize the program.
"Jeanie and Kirkham have been very supportive of us this year," Roth said. "It's vital

have the biggest women's crowd of the year
on Tuesday."
Morgan said the SGA was glad to help students attend Tut'Sday's game.
"That's what SGA is for, to help the students' needs," she said. "We wanted to help
them go to the game with this discount."
Kirkham said the promotion of the ticket
deal started Wednesday.
'
"ll1e athletic department released a press
release and we put it on our website on
Wednesday," Kirkham said. ''We sent a
mass e-mail out to MSU e-mail accounts on
Thursday. We are using all the free promotion we can, since each group is paying
$1,000 for these tickets."

Credit card vendors prohibited from enticing students
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR·IN-CHIEF

More laundry, but less debt may be in
store for students as credit card vendors
are no longer allowed to supplement students' wardrobes with free T-shirts to
entice them.
Murray State officials' decision to ban
vendors bearing gifts precedes a bill waiting approval in the Kentucky Senate. The
credit card act, introduced in the state
House of Representatives by Rep. Buddy
Buckingham, D-Murray, would prohibit
the use of gifts to entice people into sign·
ing up for unnecessary credit.
Curris Center Director Jim Baurer estimates "ten out of ten" credit card vendors
use gimmicks to attract students to sign

credit card applications.
"Students were getting in debt by sign·
ing up for the credit card to get the free
gift, then actually using the credit," Saurer
said. "We don't want to restrict students
from signing up if they want the product.
We don't want them signing up for the
free gift."
[f House Bill 384 passes, it would also
place more responsibility on creditors.
According to the bill, creditors would be
required to have students sign a credit
card information sheet and the credit card
issuers would be prohibited from collecting debt from students' parents unless the
parent or legal guardian has consented in
writing.
Universities would alc;o play a key role
in reducing credit debt by conducting

credit card seminars during freshman orientation if the schools allow solicitation.
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said universities should provide credit counseling. Instead of offering
a seminar during summer or fall orientation, he said he would like to see credit
sessions introduced into 099 classes.
Students also seem to be in favor of the
protective measures, including Student
Government Association Prt.>Sident Brandon Kirkham. He is still uncertain, however, as to his feelings on not receiving the
free items.
" In my four years of college, I have seen
many students get into trouble with credit," he said. "The provision to educate students about credit is good bt.'Cause they are
trying to keep students out of trouble."
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Tuesday, Feb. 29
9 p.rn. - 2 p.rn.
Curris Center Ballroom
Participant List available at:
http: / / campus.murraystate. edu / careerservices.h t m

Dress Professionally • Bring Resumes
Sponsored by

•
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210 Ordway Hall

762-3735

